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1.1:1-1TR 01 I.R.\\S11ITT.11..

DEP HIM ENT 'rite IvrEitiott, lirttsto. (IF EDI VATI ON, .

sh ;41( al, 1r. Serif mher .29, 1906
Slit: I have the honor to transmit herewith the mannacriolot of the second

number of the Bulletin of the Bureau *(4 Education for the year 1904, and to
recoomMend its publication under the provisions of the act approved May '28, 1R96

1;1 1,_atithorizing the publication of such bulletin.
Thv public is geneiltily fllliliar With the reports ,if the !dowy lllll Marion of

Itio:i, a comioniion consisting of representative Publicists and educators of Great,
Britain, who wade a Hoist interestini study of American educationabeenditions with
special reference lo their hearing.npon industrial efladency. 'Flit. Royal Prussian
eonunissitnt, W lit, visited thiurmuntry in the ear NM proceeded very quietly with
their investigations, and their presence in this country co:cents! comparatively little .

cononaMt. The visit of this commission' b1Ly however, NH international event of
great significance. 'the reports of their oloservaut ions have only recently been briquet'
as a document of the house of Deputies of the Prussian Parliament, prepared under
theAlireetion of the minister of coninierce aml industry. At my request, Dr. IV. N.

ofth3:,..chicago Normal Si:lead, formerly superintendent of Indian schools
of the United Slates, has prepared a stmurtary of thecontents of this volume, which

presented herewith.
It was nrreasy task to present in a bulletin of 55 pages an adequate synopsis1'4 a

quarto volume of nearly 5i) pages, but .Doctor Hailmann's work will, I think, he
found in general a fair and discriminating summary of that document. in the
interest of brevity it WaN found necessary to omit front consideration some very
important isortimis'of the text which %feud with certain aspects of American industry
rather than American education. Soine objections may doubtless he raised to stric-
tures on American schools which are past.by the mend term of the commislion and
summarized in this bulletin. It will be remembered, howevtt, that what is presented
in the several nquorts is mainly' theiocupressions of the several CI fruniitoioners ;tailed
in a few weeks of travel amlobservation in this country, a fact-to-which they them-
selves ?der, in deprecating tile aceeptance of their reports as representing any ulti-
'nate judgment.

When all II:to:wiry dedtictionsaikunple, the fact remains that. -these reports, pre-
pared by highly trained and very able aptTialista+, who view American institutions
front a foreign stand pint and repOrt their findings to their home government, can
not fail to couittiand the thoughiful consideration of Americans everywhere.

Doctor I lailmana has rearranged the matter a the report for the convenience of
American. reader+. An anflytical table of the confetti+ of the original document,
prepared by Dr. L. R. KTenuw, of the Bureau of Education, appears on pages 45 to 47.

Very respectfully,
ELNINIt E11.1.14WO1tTA, BROWN,

1111401,,"
Mlle SECHET1RY tit' THE INTERIOR.
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The histor and purtiose of the Reiseberichte Ober Nordamerika (Reports of an
inspection tour hi North .%nirica t, of 'wide!' this bulletin presents a partial synopsis,

t will best appear in the following statements culled from the preface of the Reisebe-
richte.

Tho Prussian I louse of Deputies, on the 401 of June, 1902, requested the Prussian
Government ti; institute a 11111111,r of measures .for the promotion of it he sipaller
industries. n compliance with this request, the minister of commerce and industrN
in the year 1903 sent eimonissionern to southern lermank, Switzerland, Austria, and
England to gather data of interest and value for Prim:jun coalitions.

In the year 1904 it was dec,ided,.?ot occasion of the St. Louis Lx position, to extend4
tIMse studies to the United States and to appoint a suitable comtnission for this pur-
pose. The majority of these commissioners left for Anrrica toward the end of
At test, 1904, and spent six to seven weeks in the United States.

After a short stay in Now York they entereil upon their stridies in St. Louis.
Here tI c extensive and rich Educatioual Deliartnient of the Exposition afforded a
most VOTahli opportunity to gain a eomprhensive view of the 'school 'conditions
of tit United States; here also the further plans for the journey were determined
upon In this it became necessary to consider chiefly the Nhrth Atlantic and north-
ern , hldie States, whose school system is !mist widely developed and a standard
for the rest of the country.

. NOM' of the reports claim to give a final and indisputable judgment of the matters
treated. They are based lot impressions which German specialists gathered in six
to Seven weeks, in a country as large as Europe, the a hole supplemented with the
study of rel ed literature. _

In the tiveral reports there will he found differing judgments on the same subject.
.111 one will be heard more the voice of the admirer of American institutions, in
another more that of the critic.; Intentionally. no effort was Made to do away with
these differences or to conceal them. Whattver may be lust thereby fir the total
impression of.42mrican educational institutions, us resented by the report's,- will be
gained in tunny - solidness and imoartiality. *

Friends of oar own Piermanj ..vstem t industrial Instruction will seek in the
reports chiefly suggestions bv which we may be benelitt:d. In hints in this direc-
tion the reports are not nicking. Drily. tiny mast not hopeto find accoutrne of insti-
totions that can at once be transferred to Germany. The school system of a country
is a part of its culture. It is indissolubly linktd with its historic development, its
economic and political condition. Thus, the Anierican Motel system, too, with its
superiorities and defects. iiiTotnittioned by the itxtremelv raphl economic develop-
ment of a young people, the denonitic constitntion (441i° country, its mode of
settivnent, The peculiar miiture of its population. In all these respects we live
under essentially different conditions. If we -would learn from the Americans we
should try less ;to imitate one or another suces.4ful measure than to appropriate
sound and effective ideas of organization.

It is evident from these statements that the repOrtS, even where 'they deal with
,.matters of general education, do so with coAstahtreference to thir bearimfon tech-

nical instruction and incluittrial development. This should be steadily kept in mind, , .
in the perusal of this hullethi, lest the report]; as well as the synopsis be charge, ...X

-unjustly with lack of comprehensiveness in the presentation of the data.
11-
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PREF,A0E.

In the Preparation of this bulietin7, the chief purpose has been to preeent theimpressions of the commissioners as baldly as possible, and only in so far as theytouch upon matters of education in their bearing upon industrial development, in. order to afford an opportunity to see ourselves in this work as others see us whoknow how jp look and what to look for. Such a point of view is always profitable.It'enables ue, on the one hand, to see more clearly what there is in our work thatdeseryia approbation and increased' emphasis, and what, on the other hand, calls forrevision.
Naturally, too, stress has been placed upon matters in our educational work thatalfect.our develcyment as an industrial nation. Merely interesting data of extrane-ous information have been omitted (114'foreign to this purpose, and detailed accountsof the organization of specific home institutions have been passed by as more com-plegly adkasibledin their official ptiblications. The steady hope has been that thematter here presented may aid us in Seeking our goal more -advisedly, with beeperconfidence in our ability and our resources, and with increasing reliance in our deal-ings with ethers on that ''American fair play that seeks success only on the basis oftrue merit."
The reports of the following members of the commission appear in the Reiss-berichte:
Doctor Dunlir, of Berlin, industrial councilor.
Doctor Kuypers, of DisWIdorf, city School inspector.
H. Back, director of the Industrial School at Fninkfort-on-the-Main.
Doctor Mutheaius, of Berlin, indtistrial councilor.
E. Thormalen, director of the School of Industrial Art, at Magdeburg.
Professcir Schick, director of the Industrial Art School at Cassel.
Von Czihak, of Berlin, industrial school councilor.
Professor Gotte, of Berlin, industrial councilor.
Becket-t, of Schleswig, royal industrial school councilor.
E.'Beil, director of the Hardware and Cutlery School at Schinalkalden.
Sellentin, director of the School of Shipbuilding and Machine Construction atKiel.
Professor Gurtler, of Berlin, industrial councilor.
Pukall, director of the Royal Ceramic School at Bunzlau.
W. Oppermann. of Arnsberg, industrial councilor.
The title of the original work is:
Reiseberichte fiber Nordamerika: erstattet von Korniesaren des Kbniglich Proms-

sischen Ministers fur Handel und Gewerbe. Berlin, 1908. W. Moeser Buchdruckervi,-
Rofbnchdrucker Sr. Majetitat de Kaisers und Kbnigs. [490 p.
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GERMAN VIEWS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION, WITH PARTICULAR
REFERENCE TO *INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

GENERA!. CONSI DE RATIONS. ,

(From the report of Doctor Dunker.)

Historic develops ant. Doctor Dunker operas his report with a concise sketch of the
historic development of the American school.,

The American schools [he says l arose in response to local' needs. They were
from the beginning the children, not of theory, but of necemsity, reflecting the polit;
ical, eultaal, and-economic conditions of th%; new society which is developing beyondthe sea. As the population passes out of he colonial into,the national type the
schools recede in character from their English models and emphasize more and more
clearly distinct American features.

Education i.e not one of the interests assigned to the Federal Government by theConstitution of 17$7. Yet the political development of the nineteenth century
moved toward centralization. In the civil war the Union prevailed over State,
supremacy. The pmdigioadevelopment of trade, the steady inland migration from
State to State, the increasing accession of foreignerb who wisht to becomes:Americana
rather than citizens of particular States, created a new pleople,g,be wonderful uni-
fonnity of whose character became possible only thru the rernarkible uniformity oflend and climate. With the twentieth century, after the easy victory over old
Spain, this people, Atilt in the process of formation, assumes a character of increased
solidarity with reference to other nations.

National 7'earlyrs' Assoriglion.Parallel with this development, and because of it,
proceeded the development of a national American school system. Shortly before
the civil war (114571, when all other questions yielded to the question of union or
separation, th6 National Teachers' Association was founded; and, after the victory
of the Union, this association was reorganized on the basis on which it now resits.
It constitutes to-day a .powerful bond, uniting the entire educational"system of theUnited States. Its annual meeting in Boston in 1903 was attended by over 32,000membcns, from the presidents of the, highest universities dolt to the plain rural
teachefe. Its sessions, its publications, and, above all, the reports.of its committees,
exert a far-reaching, unifying influence from the Atlantic 4o the Pacific, from tiv
Great Lakes to the mouth of the Nfireissippi.

Bureau of Education.-Immediately after the civil war there was felt, too, the need
of a national central office for educational affairs. As early as 1887 this offieethe
Bureau of Education was efekted, and a few years later it oils incorporated wit4
the Department of the Interior.

It became th6 duty of the new Federal office to gatherrtatisties showing the de-
velopment of educational affairs in the several States, to aidgthe American people id
the establishment of good schools by the diffusion of information conCerning the
organization of schools and methods of instruction, and to serve,the interests of edu-cation in.every direction.

The Itiireau of Education has exerted an extraordinarily stimulating influence andcontributed eeentialty to the development of. a national school sr!tem. No other
educational office of the world has done so extensive a literary work as this office,
especially since Dr. William T. Harris has been its head (1989). Altho there 'may
be many Pcings among its publications which other countries would scarcely deem tt.Nn to print, there is, ou the other haiid, scarcely an educational problem for
whose melon the hundreds of bound volumes and pamphlets do nor afford:f
important material. J19952No. 2-07-2 9



-10 MAN VIEWS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION.

Hoiati 'the Jiag.The national character of the American school is further indi-
cated by th widely diffused custom, in many instancerelixt by State law. of hoist-
ing the flag the Union over public school buildings-during periods of instruction.
It is especial significant that certain Soutlern States that heretofore had not for-
gotten the al Near and the evil days of reconstruction, under the direct influence
of the ry over Spain began to hoist the Stars and Stripes over their schools
instead ,the Star flag. .

Public schools.The new American school,is a public school. i. e., a school estab-
fit

people without payment of tuition fees. It comprises (I) the indergarten,
shed by the people, maintained by the peuple..conducted By the pee le, and open

to the
from the fourth to the sixth year of age: (2) the elementary school (grammar school,
primary school), with an eight-year colin4(3) the middle school (high school ),
with a four -year course: (4) the college, withlifnair-year course; (5) the imiversity.

None of the schools. from (1) to (4) represent a blind alley, But each is meant to
prepare for the next higher grade, in accerdandr-with the words of Huxley, much
quoted in America, that -no vsteni o public education deserves the name of a
national system if it does not raise:a gr at educational ladder which leads from the
gutter to the university."

Relifiotui instructian . The pdblic SC 1 is independent of every _church. It imparts
po religious -instruction; it'does not, yen fur statistical purpeeeR. inquire into the
religious'belief of its pupils. In ma v instances lowevef, n is -customary to hold
short devotional exercises in which all the i s take part, and which consist of
moralizing addresses or. readings the ible. Free afternoons, Saturdays. and
Sundays are at the disposal of the d. erent denominations for private religious Instruc-
tion. Some churches, however, nnAn also their awn schools from the elementary
gades to the university, compc svith the public institutions: for the Americans
have, indeed, the idea of co misery education, but not that of compulsory schools.

Private schools. ---In, cultu ;4 sections, especially where the fundamental Anglo-
Saxon character strongly y eminent among the people, the older form of education-
the private i e ittitionh held its place at the side of the public school, and this
more pertic ,ly %with ref mce to high school, college, and university instruction.

Here- . onyx, first 'of all, the old richly endowed institutions, such as Harvard,
Yale,, V. umbra, arid some others, distinguished by their corporate character, and,to
which have been added in later days the magnificent university foundations of
wealthy captains of industry. _

...

Private middle schools hold their own, especially when they lay stress upon prep-
aration for college, and When, in opposition to the increasing prevalence of coedu-
cation in public midtile schools, ,they instnict the sexes separately. Moreover, new
institutions of this kind, partly with very high tuition fees, have been established in
recent times in response to segregating tendencies in certain social circles.

Local differences.Quite naturally there'exMt in this. young country among indi-
vidual schools in the same category ireat differences, which often are not !newly
quantitative. Many a small city school in Massachusetts stands on a higher plane
than a college in Arizona or aNew Mexico, and-even the middle schools of Chicago;
on the one

college
and those of old centers of culture, such as Philadelphia and

Bested, on the other-hand; pen scarcely be designated as institutions of the same
rank.

General ,culture.The foregoing sketch of the American school system deal& only
with institutions of general culture. It is an American principle that the Common-
wealth has not only the right but also the duty to provide for free public education
from the district school to the university; but that, on the other hand, it hai; got only
not the dusty but indeed not the right to use the means of the Commonwealth for spe-
cial education of any kind. ConsequeLdly, altho this principle is more and more being
set aside, the grraterpart of the special education of jurists, clergymen, physicians,
engineers, and merchants is cons4nted to private institutions. But conditions are
stronger than human theories; they demand,professional instruction and expansion
of the idea of general culture.°

Difference between German and American schools. --As to their ?feneml character,
Doctor Dunker finds the esse'utial difference between German and American 'schools
Lin the fact that the former seek to instruct and the latter to educate. In America he
finda "boards of education" and a "bureau of education," in Germany "ministers
of instruction;" the Gertnan wants his children "to learn something worth while,"
the American "has his children educated." In. the school life of Germany the

Halaeberichte, pp. 7-10.



GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 11

great educational principles are often neglected; the stress of discussion, always
there and logical, is ppon matters of organization and special method, and such dis-
cussion is confined to experts add does not reach the great mass of the people.

In Americar on the other hand, all great educational problems are in ii 9.uid con-dition: they arc discust in meetings, books, magazines, and newspapers, often.
Hmily, sometimes superficially, almost always with enthusiasm and subjective con-
viction. The widest public is interested in the discussions.. Usually the thought
itself is derived from German studies, but here it is projected into the world of
things, becomes a deed, often, it is true: before it is matured. The publictis pleased
to see it carried' out: how this is (lone is frequently a minor consideration. Every-
where there redulous optimism coupled with harmless dilettanteism, everywhere
high, aim, liblFal execution, but lack of solidity in matters of detail.

The German educational ideal of a cultivated human being, as to its import; is more
easily felt than defined: it is essentially aristocratic, since it can he realized only, in
a few. The American educational ideal is simple, concrete, and democratic, to wit:
An American citizen, healthy (in mind and body ), aneself-dependent in judgment
and act lona

As to the general treatment of the pupils' work, Doctor Dunker says:

While with Its the school frequently points out to the children the inadequacy of
their work, holds them to the perfect solution of minor tasks with painful attention'
to all difficulties, and overwhelms them with difficulties and eiceptions, the opposite
practice pre'iails in the American school. Difficulties are avoided, mistakes past
by; frequently the pupils are given great tasks whose performance would exceed
their power. and the school is satisfied with a childish treatment of the subject and .

makes the impFession upon the children :bat the problem has been fully solved.
This results in quickness of judgment, self-confidence, superficiality, and dilettanteism
(Laienhaftigkeit).b

Sanitation.With much approval Doctor Dunker directs attention to the care given
to sanitation in the construction and equipment of the schoolhouses and to instruc-
tion in hygiene. With reference to lavatories and toilet rooms he say's:

I have seen n hum like these in any German school and urgently recommend
their imitation. * " Habituation tir) a' certain luxury in lavatories and toilet
rooms is sometl n which, as a people; we very much need_ In America. these
localities are often uxoriously equipped with marble and other expensive material;
and we find here again that these apartments are better kept and more respected
the better their equipments

Disriplinc,He also points to the gentleness of discipline,-the comparative reduc-
tion of disciplinary drill, and the practical banishment of corporal punishment,
ascribing these things largely to the preyalenca of female teachers, for whose edueli-
tionsl efficiency he has onfy words of commendation. "'The word teacher," he
Kays, "if not specially designated, is, in America,. of feminine gender, and the great
majority of Americn young people grow up under the directton of women teachers.
ThiJis only p(seible beciinse of the position assigned to woman in America.
In an evening school for special instruction in Chicago we saw a young woman of
about 28 years conduct class of 30 to 40 grown and halfgrown men with masterly
tact, and coufest to each other afterwards that we considered this impossiblNti a
German metropolis."d On the other hand, Doctor Dunker holds that in scientific
attainments theme teachers Mile middle schools are.often deficient. His views on
coeducation will be reported under the heading," Middle schools."

Pride in schools. -11e notes the pride of Americans in their echoed system arareon-
cedes,its justice, but criticizes the tendenc; of the great taajority not to admit short-
comings of that system.

That, however, there are expert entice among them who do not conceal these
faults is proved by the words of the praeident of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, addreet to a teachers' gathering at Boston: "Our schools reflect, or pos-
sibly account for, the national tendency to make. little knowledge go a great way,

I. Ret5.7#01b, pp, 36-36. p. a6. d 101d., p. 40.



12. s- GJERMAN VIEWS O'F AMERICAN EDUCATION.

The American is alert, energetic; resourceful, and superficial. He can maker little
knowledge.go further than the citizen of any other country, and this lesson The has
had every opportunity to learn in the school. Initiative, resourcefulness, and ner-
votes energy were great factors in our pioneer work, and they are great factors still;but they,will not endure in eompetition with efficient training, patina study, and
exact knowledge. The pioneer epoch has past." a * * *
, Pcariotiam.--The American schools are prohouncedly national educational institu-tions. This, as already Mentioned, is even externally indicated by the fait that pub-
lic instruction is imparted under the shadow of the national flag. The great -national
anniversaries of the Declaration of Independence, of the birth of Washington and
Lincoln, are celebrated with suspension of school exercises and with school festiN also
The geography and history of the United' Statesare thoroly studied in all kinds of
schools, so that thepupil may learn to know and love his people and itsheroes andbecome familiar with his country.

Civic'sHe becomes acquainted with the inetitutiohs of pqblie life in community,
State, and. Union in special courses of instruction (civics). The thought that everyone is destined to take part in the conduct of State affairs and must, therefore, be
fauliliarized early and thoroly with these institutions, is shared not only by the edu-
cator-9 but by the whole- pole/ F.arlv, too, the naive belief is inculcate',[ that theseinstitutions are the best in the world.b /

American optimism. later on, after analyzing in some detail the attitude of the
average American toward eerier nations. Doctor Dunker continues:

On the whole, however, the average American looks upon the European peoples
as pitiable existences, weakened by old age, whose children, weary of home tyranny,
flee to the bosom of the alma mater Americana, seeking knead and freedom. In the
larger centers of population this view grows out of the character of the immigrants and
constitutes one of the sources of A meriean national pride. This pride rests not upon a
feeling of hatred, but upon a sense of pity-and superiority which is renewed daily by
contact with the wretched proletariat corning from darkest Europe, and in education
and modes of life fah inferior to the lowest strata of native laborers. * * * If weOdd to this the unquestionably unftrecedented economic development, the absence
of n political counterbalance in the new world, the easy victory over old Spain, and,
'finally, the freedom of motion in American politics rendered possible by the unset-
tled condition of the European balance of power, we can understand the proud de-
aration of American self-appreciation, which has its roots less in the boat than in the
greatness of the.prestent, and still more in the firm belief in a greater future.

And one of the roots of.this optimism is grounded in the American school, with its
educational ideal of Ameriean citizenship and its device: "A bright hope ire tile.future." a

[From the report of Doctor KuypeN.)

Doctor Ku),Ppere, after Maiming for Pestalozzi, Froebel, 'Herbert, and Wundt It
large-share of credit for the educational progress of the United States, and pointing
out the fact that the American educators of to-day have studied in Germany and
acknowledge themselves to be "disciples td t itirmany," continues as follows:

But who will guarantee that the pupil will not excel the master unless the ()arts
are interchanged and the teacher Begins to learn from the pupil. Onle such metro-
Cal stimulation cite Seetny true progrees. It is with German- and Aitierietil (elle-ate inas with another arts, to the old the aims id the young may sometimes seem it ill
and their work unfinished, nay, immature; but that the creations of the young are
fall oforu,ggestion in direct touctewith reality, and largely planned, can not be denied,even by the old.

I

On the other hand, respect -for traditions, the striving for attainable ends, regard
for the little things, careful study of the course of procedure, and organic perfection,
have a well-tried mine in such daring new creations of youthful courage; but they
are p rinciples that impede progressive development. The solidity of the old mustbe oinedifilsmer, inventive eipirit of Om young, lest in time the good becomeJoined

quated; burl some, unfit. ' ,This thought forces itself upon the German educator ort an inspection tour thru
America as it does s-upOii a representative of the old school who visits a modern exhi-
bition of. paintings, for the schools of the United States resemble in many ways
-Ouch realistic pictures, largely planned but often only sketched in outline. To accept.

e .- Proc. Nail Ed. Atten,poe. p. 76. IfiterseOerichts, pp. 41-42..
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'GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

them without criticism is impossible; to be ready with a snap judgment would be
equally wrong. The visible or demonst nale "results" will often prove onside-
factory; the aim will afford ampletzround for thought.

It le lees the material than the formal elements in American instruction that mil -
for observation; the esmentiale lie note in the results, but in the- principlee. On the
etwognitiob of this fact the present report is ba'ed. * * *

I have out tried to determine the extent of the results of instruction" now could 1
have done so. The Exposition, with its maws of exhibits, indicated clearly the prin-
ciples, but could not give an idea of the results of instruction.

lure/al/Wife of 'deer work."In the "show work" of an exposition we never
know in what wax or how much the teacher has prepared the pupil or helped out in
the work. Even independently clone samples of. work furnish no true inclex of the
character of a school,ntwir less of tne schoolsef an entire countty, for not the achieve-
ment or individuals but the av ige achievements afford data for judgment Filially,
the success of a school consists et in the achievement or result, but in the progress
in the ad VHIll'e ver former con litions on the part of the same persons, which it isl
difficult to show in an exhibit. Moreover, it is impossible in such work to isolete
the influence of the school from other influences.a

For these reactions Dector Kuypers deems it neeessary to supplement the impreie
sions of the Exposition with visits to the schoele themselves. This he dee.... Yet he
refrains from exprvesing a judement as to the results of instruction, because of the
invited time available for such visits 4nd the influence of personality upon such
results, and confines himself to the study of the general principles and conditions
which essentially determine the character of the influence of the school. Even in
this he warns time reader that, inasmuch as he could visit only a limited number of
scimols, his judgments can not apply to American 'schools in general.

Organi:Nian of schools. In hist remarks on the organization of the public schools
he agrees essentially with Doctor Dttnker, laying stress on the facts that all schools,
from the kindergarten to the university, are attended by all classes of people, that in
111 se/Hots instruction is gratuitous, and that, except as to the colored race in the
South, there, is no distinction of race or nationality in the attendance. He notes,
not without marks of approval; the 'tlexitill,e'vstem" of grading the pupils on the
basis of attainments, the attention paid to local conditions in the work of entire
siihools, and the "significant democratic tendtrucy to prtqiile wipi la with free texk
books and other school material."

Regard for persan;dily of pupils.The right of personality, which constitutes so
large a factor in American -life, exerts a great influence also In the school; for Ameri-
can methods respect to an extraordinary degree the inclinations of the young citi-
zen. From the choice of playthings in the kindergahten to the election of studies in
higher schools this fact is noticeable. n

Appeal to sense pereption.In the elementary school'. he Wes thiA adaptation to
child nature in appeals to riense perception thrn the teaeher/s blacktoanl sketches
rather than by means of apparatus, and still more in he utilization of the chil-
dren's instincts of activity in graphic representation. "Drawing and painting are
not Minks! to their formal cultural valve as independent branches of instruction,
but become in the service of all other bcanchem a kind of childish thought expres-

, Mon in contents and form similar to oral and written thought utterance."
his he finds still further emphasized in "H kind of doing method," which even in

ptirel theoretical branches claims bodily as well as menial activity, and culminates,
in manual training, in the prixluct* of material objects with the help of tools.

By this method the education of hand and .exe acquire equal value with mental
development, and the cultivation of taste goes hand in hand with both.

This objective feature of the instruct* keeps the school in touch with actual
things. It ensures, furthermore, a connection with the industrial and pmfessional
pursuits of later life, and renders the transition from the Auniery to the school almost
Imperceptible. The entire school is permeated by a kind of kindergarten method.

.

Retsebarichte, pp. 46-46. p. 60.
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Superficiality. It should not be overlooked that this feature is at the same time a
manifestation of a certain superficiality (Ausserlichkeit) that stharacterizee also the
theoretical instruction.

The inclinations of the child, that constant criterion of the American teacher,
naturally eeek breadth rather than depth. The same is true of the theoretical
instruction. It is stimulating and many-sided rather thee thorn. it loves the con-
centration of subjects and the natural connection of things, and is therefore not too
desirous to keep from pawing over into the spheres of other teteepatione Tie., prin-
ciples "from thvasy to the difficult and from the simple to the complex" yield to
the desire to be interesting, and often, one is tempted to say, entertaining.

Consequently, the spent of enterprise of Young America, aspiring even more
eagerly than the youth of Europe to new and great achievements, is given tasks
which a systematic teschtn of the Old World would introduce with a well-arranged
sequence of preparatory exercises. It wont,' miss at every step the all-sided thofo-
nees of work and the entire scale of formal steps t.14(retabiteire I; but also, on the
other hand, the reverse side. namely, ennui.

The aim is not to transmit a definite fund of know ItsIgit, but the schoei would
stimulate and show the way in which the young citizen can help himself in his further
prog rees.

Rending.Doctor Kuypers accordingly 'stints nut that the use of readers with
. selectionsior discussion is gradually diminishing, that children in the eleventh veer
of age already use a number of special books on the different nibjeete of lest ruction,
that -school libraries are found even in the first year of school, tfiat "use of the
library" is prescribed in the courses of all grades, and that silent reading is carried
on extensively even in the elementar) whoa "The pupil is to do centimes' read-
ing, and, as far as possible, interpret for himself, so that he may be able later on to
study:successfully the books of 'public libraries and the newspapers.','

' Training for citizenship.-1 le is to become a citizen of a democrat itt suite who is to
extend his culture by his own efforts and to form his political judgments independ-
ently. " This training for citizenship is not' merely a subject for special
instruction, nor merely like practise in the vernacular, en incidental aim of all other
instruction as a matter of course; but this ethical education assumes also an objective
form in the frequent cooperative work of groups of pupils of different grades in the
same task in manual instruction, in which each one shares accordink to ability.
Even in class instruction in the theoretical branches there is a phase of free common
interest. This instruction consists more in it stimulating exchange of views than in
an alternation of exposition and recital, of question and answer.

In aim and method therefore the :\ meresm elementary school bears in ,a high
degree upon actual life; the Americans want a " modern " school in the good sense
of the ,word. b

.

School open to all alike. Doctor Kuypers approver- the fact that the elementary
school is open to rich and poor alike, as it mutual lets to greater effort ,n the part
of both, and as preventive of class hatred. Ile concedes that the extension of this
common Instruction te the fifteenth year can not but be lieneficiarto the great maim
of the people; but he -holds that for those who are to attend advanced schools it
would be better if after the twelfth year the instruction were made to serve non as
an introduction to advanced studies, inasmucji as now the (Clines of study of the last
t*o years (seventh and eighth grades) bear more the character of finishing courses
than of preparation for further school study.

COeducation.With reference to medneation in these schools, he (sextettes that the
moral advantagem of coeducation exceed thtZ dangers, and that the unaUected inter-
course between boys and girls in the presence of others has a tendency to elevate
both the masculine and feminine characteristica. He is of the opinion, however,
that this should not extend beyond the twelfth year, and thatafter this year boys
and girls require different materials and methods of instrtictton; except in certain
branches which he does not name. Moreovet, boys should be instructed after that
year principally by men, altho he concedes that up to that period the educational

--
astsebenchte..0. 80-6L " 11,01...e$1.

.
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. Influence of women is not inferior to that of men, and that for the lowest grades, and
especially for the kindergarten, it is superior.

Progremivenem.-11e-praiw4 highly the efforts to guard the elementary school from
becoming foesiliaed, and to adapt it as speedily as ptssiblo to the progressive require;
ments of the present; but condemns as [Mal the abuse of utilizing the child for mak-
ing expriinents in 00410,41s 1001 branches of inststiction.

Nehoed bourds.--- In the practise of (lacing the control of school, in the hands of lay
representatives of the pesptc-he sees opportunity to adapt the school to local needs
and to stitnulate interest and liberality on thi Dart of the js-ople, but warns against
the thffigers of party IKffitics and against interference on the part of such school lioards
with the inner management of the schools.

How itml sehoo/. Ile praises the spirit of unity that prevails between pupils and
teacher, the home and the school, but fears that it is to dearly-bought "when the

.teacher becomes a leader whoolwys the pupils," .holding that, even in a democratic
state, the school shOuld be an absolute pumarchy.

PoMes of rinffetice.---lie enumerates as unqualified points of excellence in the
nierican school system the following;
The admirable development of the kindergarten and its organic connection with

the normal school and elementary schools.
The far-reaching is ,,sibility in the school organization of grading pupils with ref-

. erence to attaininents And without regard to age, and the practise of placing two
grailes or half grades in one class as a stimulus to ambitffin and self-reliance.

........411,641,thiei le of gratuitous instruotion and gratuitous materialof instruction (text-
books, etc.

The relati ssly small number of pupils in individual class rooms, in spite of the
rapidgrowth of citio+. .

The education of hand and eye in meop ! instruction as a preparation for indus-
trial and technical pursuits on the part of pupils who have lee &lent lor Abstract
Studies, and as enhancing respect for &slily lalior.

The tendency, not to give It finishM education, Put to prepare for further self-
culture after school life. ;

The establishment of technical schools in universities and of chairs for the eda- .
gogy of ehosentary schools anti high schools, with practise schools connected.

The requirement of high - school training for normal students, and the pi4paration."
of many normal teachers in higher rhools and universities: the elevated and
friendly spirit its normal schools; their character its experimental stations fur new
methods; the choice situation awl eqiiipment of normal schools, especially in their
labolatories.

touch with academic and pedagogic science afforded to actual teachers, the
zeal with which tlementary teachers pursue cultural studies after graduation from
normal schools, and the fact that opportunity for 'Filch pursuit is provided
gratuitously.

TI.e annual official publications of the Bureau of Education concerning.the status.
of education in the entire world.

Defee0. As manifest defects the following are mentioned:
The fact that compulsory education is not as 'yet universal, and is, in many instance.,

not sufficiently comprehensive where it does exist.
The fact that there is no profeltaion of elementary teaching.
The eatersive employment of women in_the school service.
The inadequate preparation of-a number of district school - teachers, many of whom

hay° had 410 normal training.
The inadequacy of salary and social position on the part of teachers, with the excep-

tion 'of those ?)f a few cities.
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Erteaungion:In extenuation, however, lie adds:
It should not be overlooked, however, chit these defects, to a large extent at least,

are due to transitional conditions in the deveiiipment of the country.
In many sparsely settled reglonsa well-regulated sehool organization may be impos-

Mble for the present.* That the desire for such organization exists is shown by the
increasing number of union schools to which the children are carried at public expense,
organized by groups of communities:.

it is just, too, tcmention the contrast of .the cities that seem to have solved thru ewt
in a praiseworthy fashion the extraordinary task of adapting the development of theschools to their unprecedentetl grouth.
..tiay, the progress of the school system must appear surprizing if we consider that

America had scarcely been discovered when Luther could demand Compulsory edit-, eatjon in Germany, and that the new country there were as yet no schools whenIn -Europe the long struggle between the scholastics and humanists had come toan end. . -. .

bear union of school expenditures, the quick practical insight with which the
If we von er thiC youth of the Aseriean school, the willingness and ability to

Americans put into practise foreign educational, ideas in their country, the rapid
growth of the pedagogic sciences in the c,motry itself, the unhampered work in the
school and its adaptability,,the further prospects for the American elementary schoolcan appear only in a favorable light.° a

Q

III.-
-

[From the report of CAntriellor von ezitink I

A few noteworthy additional utterances of a general ehanicter are fonnd in the
report of Councilor von Czihak.

In a short sketch of the historical development and organization of the public
schools, which does 'hot differ materially from Doctor Ounker"s presentation, he
emphamizeejhe universal predominance of Frqehel's principle of " learn ini by doing,"
the increasing prevalence of high schools, the gratuity of instruction in all public
schools, andthe practise of coeducation.
*Appreciation of putUr schools. Ile criticizes tile inadecinacy of the compulsory

school laws in conception and execution, but adds: "It would be wrong to con-
dude from this thakthe importance of public school instruction is not appreciated.
On the c6ntrary, there is in all strata of the people a firm belief in the value of this

t instruction, an eager desire for the bait attainable 8)0,4 education. Politicians look
upon the schdbl as an essential factor in the social and political development Of the
state." b

An orgaiic whole. And, further on, he adds: "The organization of the American
school system In -elementary, as well as in advanced instruction, reveals k thoroly
considered and logical plan. The interlocking of the various grades of school sur-
prises by its unity and simplicity, and excels theorganizationiof European civilize-
tiOn certainty in the ease of connection and transition between the elementary
school` the advanced schools, the professional institutions, and the university.:' C

trip And again: "There may be ioundation for the criticisms that Vie
ncan sc rries too many and too varied eubjeetreiMuitruction; that it is in

great a harry; at it makes too many experiment:.; that it is inelieed more to
stimulate curiosity an to foster thought; that it is built more on the work of the
teacher thug on that of the pupil,.and that, from our standpoint,.mitay things in its

. work appear as dilettanteism. Many of these things may lie connected with certain,
national charaeteristics, but they do not invalidate the fact .that the Anierjeim school
isthoroly in earnest."d

J

Relseberlcble, pp. 68.44. b tbad., p. 186. °Ibid., p. 187. d lbld., p. 18e.
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TIM KINDERGARTEN.

From report of I)ottor Kuypers]

The dominant influence of Froehel in the work of American educational ingtitu- .-
t' 18 has already been noticed. A special section is deynted to it vonsideratiqh of
his influence in the report of Doctor KutTees. 'After a few ilitroddctory words

hearing on the history of the kindergarten, he says:
v

At present kindergartens are found thruout the land, as public, charity, and .Chtitch
institute is. n very many instanes% they are organically connected with the ele.-

t.-mentary sTh-Mirs.
Thirty children are generally assigned to one kindergartner. The equipment Of

the kindergartens is good. 1 large quantity of imitable material is prepared by manu-
facturers.

Kindergartnr-R.The kindergartner are ad:ninthly prepared for their vocation.
There.are many kindergarten training schools, private and ctinnected with normal
schools and pedagogic professional schools, in which the students, in addition to theo-
retical instruction, are afforded opportunity for practise in kindergarten education.
In their best form, the normal, courses extend over two years after graduation from
a high school. There are found also special supervisors for kindergartens.

The salary of kindergartners is not inferior to that of elementary teachers, altho
Their weriod of work is shorter.

.1 im.Instsmuch as the work of the kindergarten does not aim at 4tstructional"
results, but at general educational development, the tendency to consider Thetutererita
of the child as well as actual and social life, so characteristic of American instruction
in general, is most clearly shown in These institutions.

timil.,Suitahle social occupations and gannS, the latter with piano accompani-
ment, songs and stories, above all manual activities adapted to the stage of develop-
mnt and with things related to child life, make of the kindergarten a large nursery .

(Kindersktdie). They are butty tith the present, they do not learn for the future.
Nevertheless the childish play contains Within itself die rudirnerincry ideas of later
instruction.

This feeling of being occupied with the present, which rules the little American in
the, kindergarten, remains also with the ohler child in later selnail years. The kin-
dergarten is thereforedt characteristic form of American school life.

Its' ityluenr.Indeed, the Froclielian principles are not limited in their influence
to the kindergarten, but have brought. also in the lower gradea of the elementary)
schools a still wider application of That specifically American method of instruction
which 71ax beeraconsidered in a special section (see p. 13). In the teaching attitude,
too, of the primary school the influence of the kindergarten is felt. A continuation
of this kindergarten elin'ation rip into the higher grades the AAnerjcans discovered
in manual training at the Centennial Exposition (1g76) in Philadelphia. Now
Froebehan principles are found thruout the entire American school system.

The render is also referred here to page,15, where Doctor Knypera commends as a
point Of special excelle.nci of the American school system "the admirable develop-
ment of the kindergarten and its organic connection with the normal and elementary
schools.'' !*0

RI.KMENTARY WHODIN (PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR 8011001 14).

IFrrnn reprrt of Doctor Kuypenq

In addition to what has been quoted from Doctor Dunker's report con9erning ele-
mentary schotils, more particularly regarding sanitation -and discipline!( p. 11), and
(rum Dutor Kuypers's report on organization, methods, and aims (p.13), thu fol-
lowing statements from Duct& Knypera's report on subjectiof instruction are of inter.,
eat. The staternents concerning counf of study are bed wholly, it seems, upon the
schools of Kew York City.

(bum of atridy.The subjects of instruction [he reports] correspond on the whole
with those of our Volkitschule. The folloiving points deeerve prominence:

II istory is connected with dyke and ethical instruction. Geography begins with
the home and considers predominantly practical geographical relattons. Nature

itlisebetictrx, 48-47.
19052No. 2-07-L-3
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study is (ho only one of the subjects a tog with Matters of practical life (Realien)
earticd on from the I wginning of he sch ieography appea ; t (out hand history- not before the fifth grade. I ierie and temperance instruction area
.important subjects, .hilt practical gyilinasdis trteives apparently lade attentitm.'Drawing and painting are d almost exclusil-taty fronmemory or from mince.
J.andscape drawing, rm.., is carried on, generally front coplint, if feasible, also fromnaturo,

MIMI); the first six years there in needlework (Ilandarheitsunterriehto for thegirls, lust b or he boys " constructive work," whie41, is connected with drawing andserves an fireparation for shirpwork.' **The two Ipper grades idler for the boysmanual train lig in am alwork in the'school workshop, and fir the girls instructionIn cracking. I n these ti pper graffis lerman, French, Littin, or stenography nun' he
electeol.a

Comparing the entire numlsr of hours given to each of the several subjects during
btu% eritire e'en tentary period in it New N., irk ('ity and a Prussian city Nina), Doctor
Kuypers finds as fialOws:

.
Illanguage, history, geography, and even arithmetic claim a smaller percentagethati they do with us; t lie technical sulojects uml nature study a considerahly greaterpercentage. The chief difference is found in our religious instruction and "freestuds. " -In utIcw York. The former. which with ow takes up one -sixth of our time, islacking in the :11111Th:tit Whool. On the 011(.1- hand. the "free study," including

the opening exerekes swot the eleetiv subjects. occupies more than one-Milo of theschool hours of an American elementary pupil. '.This does not include the busy
work, consisting chiefly of supplementary reading or written work.

The striving for the development of intlividuality and Moll pndence is prominentalso here. At the PUMP time it should not le overlookt that the entire number of'chord hours is greater with us than in America New Voris I its].
Manna! training. Manual training deserves spcial mention. At the time of the

Philadelphia Exposition (1876) manual trItining entered upon its triumphal march
thru theAmerivan schools, and it is still to-day t he most popular jeCtiOf instruc-tion. No other subject meets as 110411 this the Ickes of Americans cononhing school '
edubation., Its highest development is mund in special higher institutionsthe

. mttnual-training high &uctile. *
I ubetain from describing theft' and from giving an account of the current vourse

of this subject, since other mendient of the comulission will probably treat of the-subject in detail.
Nevertheless, I desire toyive a short account of a course of manual training, which,

in cimnection with the history of Finnish cultnre, may give to this subject general
eduditional value. [Doctor Kuypers refers here to the vow-sett( the Horace Mann
School, olcTeaclient College, New York.] Thin course differs fmm The usual manual-
training plan, inasmuch as the sequence of work tasks is not hattd.bn technical
culties, but upon the succeseive stags Of human development; for these stages reveal
their character in their technical and industrial products, and the improvements inthese have kept pate with the progress tat vulture.

Now it is proposed thatthat pupa familiarize himself in his school reading and Him
instruction dworetically with this progress of humanity, illustrate it in drawing. awllive it out in rnanusl training. In this plan increase of di dimities naturally follows
progress in ability. This manual training is, therefore, more than a mere raining
of lattid dud eve; it-is the; highest form of self- active/ rendering matters of instruc-tion objective .6 and of concentration of subjects of instruction, and becomes practi-cally the center of all instruction. * * *

Onthe whole, howev r, manual training is limited t the education of hand andeye. since the equippent of workshops and the work itself demand considerable
expense, it has become developed as shopwortt mostly in the cities, -where "shojis"
can be more extensively utilized.'

In a number of cities it is oh/battery in the two upper grades; -in others the pupils
are at least given an opportanity ttt leare it, either in the ehool itself or at a rnannaltraining center. e

a Relmeberlehte, p. 51.
eThe term " Venteselutellet, tins" 1e hen. renletorl bathe " genderIng,matters of instruction

objeCtIve." Pospdblythe Mined words" objectification" or " objectlytIon " might have answered the
purpose.

. ,lielseberiehte, pp. 64-66.
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sencioh.s.

[Front reiior; of ih.00r [Linker)

Ilimiprieq. Doctor Dunker ititnalures his report on the middle or high schools in
their relatidns to commerce and in,lustrj with u iiisforical account of their develop-
mein, as a resitit, tin the one hutid, of the tel of college preparatory schools ( fitting
seliopls 1,artd cm. t w other hand, of a demand of the "middle classes" of the
people fur advaneed prepAration for the more ditlietilt pr,,hlnis ,,r limit hal life
linishinp schools:L The former were ofiginally organi.zed in imitation of the

grammar schools" uf England; the tatter: at lint, took the 'form of private
tw;adeinies.

first Aniricanlrigh school represented:in upward development of the elemen-
tary school i V(ilkssilitile). It wits t,paintained at public expense and charged no
tuition fen. In i t s origin I plati here a vie neither ancient nor 'oder') foreign lan-
guaues. As a finishing !hoot it was front the start in obvious contrast with the
titling school. It was tablished by the mercantile and industrial interests of a
huge roMinercial. tit for whose rIsitig 'generation the elementary school Mai: 110
longer sufficient any to Lai 8411044 i1141 impractical.,

,/,-,.;,,),.After..t he civil weir, in spite of 'demagogic opposition" to these
for the children of t Ito rich," the high schools developd very rapidly.

Yet

In the tuttitraeoprse of things it taint about. that just where the high schools were
the hest their arose the a ish to sertire hg their grachtatt s admission to colle}rita.
This twis the necessary out, cane of the principle: " No blind alleys in tdpeation."
The high school was thn.frore compelle.1 to.take up the work of a titling seheol in
addition to that of u finishing school. 1Vitli this the addition of instruction in foreign
languages in tin'. middle school ftcame necessary.

Mode r/ cour.,,.NI/W the colleges Were !nava purely ctn....si:0 institutions
ing, while, at the same time, practical life was becoming increasingly complex. The
,attempt to satisfy the requirements of boththe college ;old liferesulted i ti high
school , ourses °third ruction of tmorecedented Complexity. A thousand things, from
.f :,:eltyltis to 1)1).0:keeping and surveying, were taught, nut ii rally nothing I horoly;
a mechanical patchwork of many things, but no great educational aim. But -gradu-
ally there was formulated the edneational ickil, namely, the American eitizen.

TI,, olleges * * * ac I a pted their requirements for admission to the new Nil-
ditions ittutl modified their (Noumea. The mune was done by the high sehoole., Both

democracy tecessarily influences the schools more directly than in older States with
reflect, 11.44Nkl\l( a microcosm, the compli:xity of the life of the people, which in a young

a il Xt 800 Hli (`O re prestril)(.1 by the government, a school bureaucracy, and the
rigid routine of a professional body of teachers.

Pramuni orTatizatimi.Out of this confusion several distinct courses were precipi-
tated, gnentlly thre dm classical, the half classical, and t he srietdifie which, in
their essentials, correspond with our gymnasium, real ynittasinin, and real school
tendencietr. In all the larger middle schools these subdivisions are emphasized from

Trade to grade, quite rarely-1I! fiat prescribed courses, but usually in such a eery
that as the pupils advance in the grars the number of obligatt -try subjects in reclined,
while the n outlier of elective sultioetti is inereasedrcorrespondingly. A certain mini-
mum of lesson periods is prescribed.

It Ito this double character of the high school as a preparation for life and for col-
le eis prominent and notch praised, a clAser analysis of coursess4 study shows that

0) ego. Strictly, therefore, t ete courses intended for practical lifethe noticollegiate
it le large schools special courses are proviths1 for those who desire to lie fitted for

coursesare again blind alleys. We find, thi.refore, not a solution of the problein,
but at best niitigatjoh of contrasts by cottductang the different young's under one roof
and under one din-wtor, which snakes the patisage, from one course todhe other port-
:able and comparatively easy.

Latin.In the preparation for practical life, the belief in the cultural Yaltae ofslatin
plays a much greater part than With its Formerly it was the knowledge of this
language that distinguishesl the literary man from the workman, and, with the
tenacity of the parvenu in culture, many an American adheres to that idea.. With
the briskness peculiar to him he randier; for a year, in four weekly lemons, the severe,

Relebetichte, p. 14.
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difficult language of Rome, which lie tuts ytt:ara of devoted work. The idea is still
quite erevatent that it argues extension of cuhtimi to be able to recognize a linimilr
of Latin roots in the Romanic part of the. English vocabulary. The proud insrip.
tion, "Per Pacern ad Libetias, '' inone of the printipal rooms of the Philippine
exhibit at St. Louis indicates the °Woolf. of such classical (Ignite.

New movements. -In spite of tismmendo-claesieistim, and (*.tended with it, timer havelately appeared in this land of contrasts whoily..new movements in the middle
selmtd, viz., the introdueronfof manual titining and commercial instruction. 'Ibis
represents I frontier region bet weistm genevil and indnatrial education, such as we do
not iwIiisess in Germany in this extent atahimportance.

Manual.training.--=Dinior Ituritter finds the impetus to the intnshictien of manual
training in the Philadelphia Exposition and in the Massachusetts institute of Tech-
nology, strengthened by 't he Swedish slujd and Provbelian dticational ideas, as well
as by a pTedisposition in the character of tile A merle:in people in favor learn- A
ing by going.' ."

After enumerating the various phases. of manual, t mining, or "education of the
hand" in ite widest sense, as applied to hoes and girls, childhood and youth, he
divides the subject, irre.spectivi of drawing, into manual occupations fir
mammal oicupatinns fur girls, and work in staid nail finials for older boys, and
continues:

1./ .
. -This third kind of Manual work has become a distinguishing peculiarity of theAmerican middle school. It agrees thondy %%itli the characteristic tendency of the

American toward concreteness and reacts as a detertidning factor in the development
°of the character <lithe American people. To wind extent it is calm. and in li`rw far

it is effect it is difficult to deterilhine.
In order to prevent misunderstanding, this i net rtictitaiSn industrial manual work

the specifically A tnerican " mammal training "should not ii confounded with the
German IlanilfortiKkeitsunterricht (instruction in manual skill Y.' It Is.:ills wherethe latter ends. h

.
In succeeding !wages he gives eredit for the introduction of manual training in the

American middle scinsils to the "indefatigable activity " of Prof. C. M. Wo, at a aril,
presente an elaborate account of the organization of 'his school, points to the phenom-
enal increase in the number of pat,lic high schools that have' adopted manual train-
Ing.(from :17 cities of over tt,000 inhaimitants in 1890 to '2;0.141(1i:cities in 1902), and
mentiohs time Nlasetachusett$ law, making its introduction himligatory, in cities of ov .r
20,000 inhabitants.

..Ifftnual-training high ,peltoots.Further-more, lie)slitils out that Professor NV( id-
ward'a aim was not at much, the mere introduction of minimal training in existing
achools, as the establiehinent of manual training high schools in which "the whole
boy" is educate',

The number of much schools, mostly public, lie estimates at 30, anti continues:
The leaders of this moement emphasize at every opportunity that their cause is

only a matter of public education; that they want simply to educate; that they are
net concerned with the future calling of the purils as engineers. physicians, lawyers,
ntareluinta,or what not.' Their schools, they c aim. are not trade isho4i14, fitting for
certain OMipations to he Aubsequently followed) but institutions for general culture,
partly devoted to instruction in general industrial propaslent lee

, This, indeeml,.Doelor Dunkei demmignate-eas the 'essential distinction of American
manual training as contrasted with aertmenepractime, a manual trainffig that is Lehi
to be of equal rank 1tith lite ry subjects mid mertnittel in the retplirs4 minima of
'miaow'. t.

'As to the edutektiodal valuesof American manual training ih the 'Matte schools,
he adds elsewhere:

This ehopwork has much value for .physical development and ethical education.
It trains the eye and strengthens the mtlumiclmet fist at this period of development

a Relsebetichte, pp. 14-16. b p. IbuL, p. 21.
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Mut uncouthness the mingling of muscular and mental walk i'rt lieneticial add gat% nrie
against much that is foolish and wens.: . . ':.

I:resiliently whorl we. tact,cheerily working aii.ilMatiVitor teittititig lathe, A (lasso(
vit,,, iron. buy's la whom 11 e had just listened in a recitation of t'u:ero or Schiller, or
when. eve saw them eagerly engttged iii drawing or moiled*, the 1.1.asure over their
delightful creative doing was tilimiled with the, painful feeling that they were not
i iermatt youths w.e hadliefdre us.

in 1111+ Sla,loWork it I:4 Hut liosp.ild% to slight a .prohlein, to 1117IIIISS.11 ilitlicultwith
a phrase or a half under-too& ev.,h1. Thu daity Ikaling \Villl inaterial.things giN es It
kil,m1,40. of their nature and skill in their appropriate .L1M., in tljeir proper hand-
ling. Thus, While shopwork inculcates ti sense of truth rind a re,.pts tip the nature ..,
M t hings,it also lays the foundation fric.r rim cult ivation "If artistic histc

The manipulating of machines ileinand(?keen *ohserviit6 .11 and q definiteand definit 1
decision 'I he conrrol of the natural forde harnessed iii the inueliitte, the Manage-
went rd the 14.ml. and of the material give to the ming mail an ass heel teeling of
mastership over the surrounding werhl of thiaigo, a,. hell as coldideuce in li.iiiiselfrind in the future. This filelitig leave- nn room for the world estratigetnrit of paper-

) fe.I !moires, which at the sam e time; keep timidly aloof from the world of things and

master art izaris enhances, together VA h itireciation id manual skill, also respect for
haughtily .look down ii upon nishital la101*r., rinstructitm in handicraft by capable

manual labor. .1ild this attiVill;:., whieb,honurs all decent labrir,is line of the strong-
est supports of Anierican.g,reattiess.

Stomata k, in av.irdance with n'hitalturiental butt/nett folt.gotten educational prin-
ciple, rests upon the malice ire. liners Of Ilse growing human being. Not every buy
oktqfproxi mutely inidilleAcliool age. t Teri iaperalter) is inclined to scientific studies,
but :tiller:4 every I/0y Irate all instinctive .1(..ire.iti ereale WIIII, Illy Muni '0111'11611g
concrete arid tangible. To.ilisect ail audti% ate this instinct :oust he the task of a
rational education. y.,,\,, the ,,,jo.nrut,., ,1 manilal training hive
siz-sl-ilie point that they desire, by lileims of t his manual training, to attract to- the
middle school pupils that ale wit drawn to Igglier culture by literary interests.
Such pupils, who are not in themsalves had or mentally deficient, hut whose interest '
cant not be reachi'l by, a one-sided school, :ace hinial in all countries. \Vitli Its they
are kept in the higher, almost purely ,literary, school by the pressure of military
privileges. Beginning with (Zinnia [tli sixi li class of the gymnasium, comitipg
from the higliest class], they embarrass the classes, vex the teachers, lower. the
standard of insinictir, and therefore that of the entire school, become overaged,
and secure at best the military privilege of one year's tinny service. If they turn .
out well in some rotation in later lihe it is in spite of the .?cliool, not Ileause of tlat
school. Very idiom, however, they enter upon practiil life morose natures, with-
out faith in tljemselves and their tailing, without energy, without eniitiyt anlarl
irritated against the school that failed to reach them; ,. t if the hest the sellout call

, give, of the desire for progress, of the yearnitafor more alai higher .things; they
have not felt a lireath; their citIture has carne t . it Old, hilt also for effective matinal.
work 'they arc spoiled. .

.1 st with such boys, lacking in literary talent or tiudeo.trie mantial-tniining school
am s to sti,pitilte mental life with the help off the le orkAitip. Ow "oil and metal.
wo , with tool and machine, they acquire skill and know lodge, 'which Tome to rest.
on a rielitilie fouation flirt& thelslose ceinneetion of Alm shopwork Avid' drawing,- .
mathematics, mid, rnslhysies. " It is our aim t t bring thought arid labor together, to
Make the thinker a worker and the worker a thinker. Even in manual training,
the chill object is mental ilevvlopmenfalid elli tit re.""

Laboratories. --ror similar reasons, I)iictor IJutiker mentions with apriroval the.. ,appeal to seIrsectivity in the equipment awl tintalagement is du; latioratories %if Ike .
. middle schools ill connection with instruction in cheidstry, till!..i.i.cs, and biol.pgy.'

The teipdier [he writes] ilot.4 tea confine. himself to the statement of a inlet and its
histration by appropriate extierinient, bid the' pupils.tlWill144.) \ er price the truth by

.. ?heir ioliti experiment, or tirokled to discover the truth by experiment as something1 ..ill.\k, .

ti cours, this respiinit twits.. as much time, but of itiory importance a this jiiiint,
it seems to ore, than the amount idgrompl gone over js the manner of going over it,
the stimulationand eultivatitm 21a ientleney. ha. intlewrillent Injure work.

I saw y cht;atof.44 pupil king in botany. Each pupil had a set of tools
reviled by the school r itch the ppjal was resitantuble to the school. Each 'ne used, with the lly' played oppoeite-47*-eften.of the oppoeit eeziripierost*pe.

, .

9 kejseberlehte, pp. ars-87.
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They Made their own preparations, examined these, exchanged their observationsdrew what they had seen, and wrote a description. By this self-doing, hand antieye and the understanding are cultivated simultaneously. I believe that Germanmiddle schools in their methods rarely train their pupils similarly in scientific obser-vation, in graphic and written expression; for what school iii rmany poccesses somany rn crow() pee? a

Commercial instruction.The introduction of tietninercial instruction is attributed
by Doctor Dunker to the desire tin the part of teachers to retain thepupils fora longer'time in the Schools. Many parents, holding that the middle school offered nothing
of immediate practical value to their boys after graduation front the elt;tientary
Schools, preferred to send them to some business college; and this tendney was
strengthened on the part of business colleges by the publication of pamphlets and by
personal agitation, warning the graduates of elementary eilmols against the high
schools and seeking to gain them for their institutions.

In order to counteract this pressure, a number of iniddle schools established com-mercial courses, in which penmanship, typt.%% riting, shorthand, bookkeeping, and
commercial arithmetic rook the place of languages, ntathematiis, and natural science.

More thoughtful educators opposed this colanieriail instntction, which,like that of the business school, represented were drill for commercial clerkships.
Inasmuch sa the commercial courses made less onerous demands ttism intellectualeffort than the other courses they were sought by imlolent or weak pupils. In manyinstances, moreover, they occupi&I only one or two years in contrast with the other
courses of the high school, which required ben- years. The keen observation thatit is a shatne "to turn clever boys into,cheap clerks" correctly characterizes thisprocedure.

Recently, under the intluence_of German ideas, a number of forger cities 'have
undertaken to establish oommerial high schools, which are gettinne educational insti-tutions. The best of this kintiisprobahly the (2,anniercial department of the l'hila-delphia Central High School, under the direction of Cheestitan A. Ilerritik, theefficient pioneer in commercial high school instruction. Chicago is about to tistab-'lish a similar institution, but wants best to send its city boaol of education toGermany. b

Here follow full accounts of the New York High School of Commerce- and,of the
commercial courses of the Dreze(Institate.

Colleges of commerce. The colleges of commerce, according to Doctor Dunker, arose
from the demand, on the one hand, of educators who desired to increase college
attendance and to raise the people to a higher hvtl of culture,.and, on the other
hand, from the idea that "the American eliptain of industry needs in the great tasks
set for him by economic life a deeper understanding of economic, judicial, and social
(illations than the old-college can afford him." .

As leading institutions of this character, Doctor Dunker enumerates the college of
commerce and administration of the Ioivetsity of Chicago, the Wharton school of
the University of Pennsylvania, the school of commerce of the University of Nt'iscori-
ein, the University of Michigan, the school ofcomnterce of the University of Califor-
nia, the University of Illinois, the Amos Tuck school of Dartmouth College:and the
school of commerce, accounts, and finance of New York University.

In eribeequene paragraphs he outlines briefly the course of study of the Wharton
school and that of the Amos Tuck school, remarks the great attention paid thruont
W transportation and banking, the important position assigned to relit-ions between
employer and employee and other social problems, the insufficiency of language
instruction "with a background of the polities c>f commerce," and the fact that the
treatment of geography and colonial affairs tend to imperialiini, and conclude@ as
follows:

The preceding account indicates that in their application of Gertnan suggestionsthe Americana have imprest a Dart of their general educational system with ideasof political economics._ In detailiand in organization w ean`learn nothing of them,for this former are often inadequate and the latter is adaPted to the general system

Retsabarlehte, p. le. Ibid., p. 26.
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of instruction of the country. But weshould not forget that the Americans are
getically at work to advance consciously the interests of what they call American

I; "expansimi." In the strqggle between Germany, England, and America fur the
world markst, which will characterize the twentieth eentury, the prospects of victory
will lie with the people that can send into this contest the greatest number of men
with a free and wide outlook, with h skill in o nization. and rhe exercise of power.
And whether our schools, in which the r commensal generation of Germany
seeks its celture, soul l net do still more f the education of such men is a question
whose rpeatisl and serious consideration s retild be earnestly urged. a

Additianal notes of interest in Doctor thinker's report treat of the use of text-books
and of reeducation. These notes seem to apply in many points to the elementary
rather than the middle schools.

Trf-books.A peculiar place [he writes] is occupied in the American school by
the text-book. It plays a 1111101 important part than the matial with us. It
is more constraining, ehscures the personality of he teacher, and retsh.rs t he instruc-
tion, thersfon in a measure ipipersonal. Onginafly the value of the text-book
eked on the lack of good teachers. For this reason books were written that con-
tained in readable form just the lessons to be leaSned. The activity, and frequently-
also the ability, of the temlier was limited to the setting of tasks in the book and to
the hearing of recitations. This is frequently the case even today; yet a combina-
tion of the text-hook method with personal teaching is aimed at In this as well as
in other things necessity was made a virtue, awl it is especially claimed fur the text-
book that the pupil must he trained to deal with printed matter free from the haul-
ing strings of t he teacherthat man depends for progress in life on Isioks and news-
papers and must be trainisl early in thiIir use.

There lies a truth in this, and the Issd ontenme of the method is that an extensive
and good popularscientitie literature has been created,oind that the text -hooks refer
to supplementary hooks and recognize,' autherities. This certainly enables the dili-
gent and talentisItfeatil with a large 'nema of free time at his disposal, with the
beltc of the text-Issik and the p.'rnsal of supplementary matter, to progress much
more rapidly than his lies industrious and less gifted schoolmate. If the titicher
assists'IuMin this with occasional hints, advice, and special tasks, class instruction
assumes thereby somewhat of the character of individual instruction. This combi-
nation. of class instruction with individual instrution is favored by the practise of
instructing in most instances two divisions in the sauce class. The diligent and gifted
pupil of the lower division is thus enabled to do also the work of the higher division
to finish the year's work in half a yearand to secure earlier promotion to a higher
class. Thus a way is opened to the capable and diligent pupil. " Wtonve the bright
boy a chance" is a principle which is often quoted in the school as well as in indus-
trial life.

Of course American text-book instruction is barred to us, but we should,tneverthe-
lists, consider ways and means to encourage independent and individual reading With
our pupils. We should also not lose sight of the problem of promoting the capable
pupils in accordance with their talents, and inclinations. In all class instruction;
particniasly in Prussia. there is danger that mediocrity may crush talent. With us
the average mark "sufficient" (genfigend) rules in school.

Coeducation.,Certain statistics with reference to coeducsitiou are summed up as
follows:

Coeducation is lookt upon as a specifically American and democratic measure,
and this secures its triumph in the public schools. On the other hand, the desire for
the s paration of the sexes on the part of parents opposed to coeth4atinn constituted
a new reason for the d'xistenes,of private schools: It is rbported that afs per cent of
the pupils of public middle schools and 43 per cent of those of priests middle schaols
are educated in mixt institutions. Irrespective of, all else coeducittion certainly
promotes innocent association bet ween the sexes and modenitea sexual tension. It
is equally certain that it can bring about a salutary community of interests between
the two sexes, and it would surely be better for many of the smaller cities of Ger
many to establish a common public high school for boys aml'Rirls, instead of a "gym-
nasium for boys apd a poor private school for girls. [See also p. 14 for Doctor Kuy-
pers's views.]

On the whole [Doctor Dunker adds), the American "middle class" is inclined to
place its sons early in business, but to Jet its daughters continue for a longer period
in the middle school. .Thus 4t happens that while the lower grades usual', still

Relseberletite, p. 34. bibld, pp. 1/4s.



24 GERMAN VIEWS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION.

afford an eiample of cood'ication, the higher grades present. the aspect of a higherschool for girls (hiohere TOchterschule), in which a few male guests are tolerated.
An even more pathetic impression is made by the isolated male students that have.wandered into the normal schools. a

/". NORMAL INSTRUCTION.

[Frost report .1 Doctor Kuypers)

lbstorictil.Doctor Kuypers in his report introduces a special section devoted to
normal instruction, with a short historical note, in which he credits Howe Mann
with successful efforts, due to Prussian influence, leading to the establishment at
Lexington, Mass., of the first American normal school. Ie'notices the thetrust with'
which this innovation teas received and the difficulty of finding a practise school,
because of the general luck of appreciation of the fact that teachers needed prepara-tion in the art of instruction About the middle of the nineteenthcentury, however,
other States followed the example of Massachusetts, and to-day, Mittel- Kuypers
reports, all the States of the Union have normal schools.

Imek of trained teachers. Ile flints t lett altho the number of teachers t rained in suith
Schools has increased to an extraordinary extent during the past few decreles it is
still very small compartsi with the entire number of leachers. "Even to-day the
teachers of district schools as a rule have had no normal training, and a considerable
number of them no special preparation qf any kind."

This, without doubt, is due, he holds, to the impossibility of meeting the steadily
growing need of properly trained teachers, for "that there is no longer any lack ofappreciation or normal training on the part of State governments is -proved by the
character and equipment of the nimutal school buildings.

Buildings and equipment.Theses are structures of milde style, generally erected in
charming and quiet locations, spiwit ins and excellent in taste, provided w Oh trytima-
sinm, assembly room, library and reading rooms, study rooms, drawing and music
haha, especiallyequippaed, rooms for biology, natural last, y, geography, history, and.above 411 else, with well-constructed laboratories for ph .stes, for chemistry, and forphysinlogy. To these are added everywhere school tehens and workshops formandal training. The reception and rest moms c-f the sr. dents, the parlorsand con-ference monis of the faculty, remind one in their equip lent of an elegant homerather than of an educational institution.

Classical statues, as of Venus of Milli and Apollo Mee( ere, and valuable repro-ductions of masterplecws of ancient and modern art in ever room and corridor, makeof the normal school an eduratinnal institution ideally ft opted to its high purpose.Frequently dormitories and Misruling houses for the students are connected withthe school, choice and homelike in equipment, anti respecting the privacy of°mutual".

Chamderisties.It is noted that these sela4ils differ in scope and niet foal of inst ruestion; that they are open to all sects anti to both sexes, altho practically the students
pre'ahnoat excldsively women; that instruction is gratuitous to residents of the State;and that, while there is a distinct effort to make the instruction exckusively pro-
feasiottal, many of their courses still aremonlemic.

Used for general culture. As a consequence of the last point Doctor Kuypers Mule
Shit many students continue to usel he normal schools forpurpses tit' general cul-
ture, and this the more so as theirare not subject to after- payment of tuition, U theye fail to take up the profession. This also explains the fact that the high attendanceof many Internal schools, ill msny Instances exceeding 1,000, is out of proportion
with the number of trained tesaiers annually at the disposal of the State.

(bum of study. With reference to the course elf study he notes that it usually
extends over two years, requiring for entrance high school graduation, and directs
special attention to bookkeeping and civics as subjects of instruction, also to the

_. -
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great prominence given to laboratory work and to independent experimentson the
part of students in the spveral departmentsof natural science. As directly prepar-
ing for tesehing he mentions the study of the human body, psychology, " thefavorite
study of the American teacher," general and special method, history of education,
school management, and school laws, RS well es sufficient practise in teaching in a
practise school connected with the institution or placed at its disposal by the local
school board.

Frequently, distinctive courses are offered for special teachers, more particularly
in manual training and domestic science. Almost universally we find also a special
kipdergartedepartinent, with a kindergarten connected with the practise school.°

In further elaboration he points out that " most of the large cities have their own
normal schools for their local needs, and in order to afford the daughters of the city
opportunity for an independent position," and that souse normal schools have throe
and four year courses for elementary school principals, high school teachers, and
school supervisors.

The Elite, however [he continues], are found in post-graduate courses. Thestare
attended by teachers who, after graduation, have improved themselves by prOtiseand returq to their alma.mater. To theseeelect claisio4 theschools admit also others
who, after graduation from a college 'otiose, wish to supplement their scientific edu-
cation with pedagogic training. * * f,

For teachers who Sr, engaged in work, and can not leave their poSitions for the
purpose of advanced training, there are vacation courses, summer courses, anti Satur-
day courses connected with the normal NelDRile.h

Other omorrfunifies-10 addition td thef.e public normal schools Doctor Kuypers
mentions private normal schools (which, however, lb') noveonfine thetnselvesto the
preparation of teachers), public and private teachers' institutes, reading circles:and
summer schools of the Chautauqua type.

Tenchers. The teachem of normal schools he mports as being well prepared by
experience and culture; in the high's positions, mostly college graduates. Also, he
tnentiens as signiticiutt, "that the leading normal schools require for adinisaions.
graduation from a four-year high sawn course, and that teachers of higli Rebook)
usually,onsider a call by a normal school eau pmmotion and an improvement in
their position:.

In a few instances^he finds, also, instead of &pantie ntrinal schools, normal depart-
ments in conpection with higher institutione of learning.

Normal colleges.For more comprehensive and more systematic, scientifics artIl
pedagogic culture than is usually afforded bythe.normal school, and for the purpose
of enabling teachers to secure a degree (B. A.), normal colleges of recognised' rank
offer courses of four to live years to graduates of high schools. By continuinu their
studies such students may advance to the degree of M. A., or, if their studies were
related to pedagogic sciences, to that of doctor of pedagogics. *

Teachers' college. The climax of pedagogic education, however; is afforded by the
teachers' college, a pidagogic pmfeeitional school of university rank, with require-
ments for admission 'similar to those of academic professional schools of otherfaculties. a

For further remarks of Doctor Kuypers on normal sthools, see page 15, under
the heading of "General Considerations."

DRAWINU ND ART INNTRD(TIoN.

Exteneive and interretting observations on the subject of drawing are fqund in the
reports of Doctor Niuthesius, Director Thormiden, Professor Schick, and Councilor
v. Ctihak. The following synopsis will confine itself chiefly te the presentation of
the Statements of these itportw concerning the merits and results of the American
treatment of this subjectof instruction

Reisebenchts, p. 541. b Mid:. pp. ta-fe. .e p. 61.
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[Front the report of Councilor v. Cri heel

Leading ideas.The leading ideas [writes Councilor v. Czihak] of American
instruction in drawing [in the elementary school] are those laid down by Herbert
Spencer in his work on Education. What the children, left to themselves, like todraw, is to be drawn: Things in their environment, which iii size, shape, color, or
motion excite their attention, life forms, utensils, animals, human lacings.
The drawing of straight, kurved, and compoeite lines for exercise is wholly rejectedby Spencer, as in general the drawing from copy. Furthermore, he places greater
value upon the kendering of c.,loy impressions thgn upon that of out] ire. Ile lays down
the principle that it is of Itie importance that the child pn 'we beau t ful drawings tkanthat skill in drawing be developed. Howsoever crude and awkward their lirst efffirtsin form and color, the natuml interest of the children in drawing should be encour-aged. With increased exfierience in the place of striking incidents, the children
would of themselves gradually succeed in the better observation and truer representa-tion of temple objects. For the fin. years, Spenmr considers regular instruction in
drawing scarcely practicable, but only encouragement in rather desultory graphic
work. On the whole, he condemns the construction of a coons of drawing on the
basis of its elementscombinations of linesfor the saThe rcLOW al for which he con-
demns in language instruetion the practise of begriming with grammatical analysis,
because in instruction the abstract should never precede the concrete, nor scientific
ideas experience or doing. ° .

On this basis, Councilor v. Czihak reports, the ['rang Series of text-books has been
coo pilts1 in such a way that teachers will find it easy to make Changes in them in
aeconlanee with local needs or their penvnal views. With reference to the program
of this seriess he concludes:

In reading [this program] one is inchged to doubt its pmeticahilitv, and still moreits euccess. These depend, indeed, upon the selethion made Irene the abtuniance ofdishes and the manner of serving them. In point of fail the inspection at the
Exposition of the drawing hooks of individual pupils compelled NW' admission that
both these things are done with skill and taste by the American drawing teachers. bUniformiry of trealmtol.A surprising feature,in this subject of instruction is the
great uniformity in its treatment trim) New York to California, and. from.t Ire Can-adian to the 'Mexican boundary line. Nowhere can drawing from copies be found;
everywhere drawing instruction is built up on the basis of kindergarten work
(eb-called constructive work ) on paper folding, stick laying, freehand cutting, clay
modeling, weaving, and sewing, in aceonlance with an expanded Fnwhilian system.
'Everywhere there is drawing not only front nature and trom objects, but also from
memory, and even drawing from, imagination; the sketching, e. g., of rumple land-
scapes and designs is carried on, with help, it is true. This is accompanied in all
grades with the deveropncent of the color sense and of the game (or the values of bias
and shades, cuj the Renee for rhythm, balance, harmony, and distribution of masses.
It is an instruction of exceptional efficacy in the development of taste, compared with
which our drawing instruction in the elementary action! [N'ulkssehul] appearsalmost one sided. e .

ffing reaultA.On the, other h,nd, he expresses still greater astonishment at
finding the evidences of the influence of this drawing ko slight in the work of indus-
trial art whistle, in flue widely distributed dilettanteism, and in the American home.

"Either," he adds, "the current m cid followed in drawing [in the elementasy
school] has been too recently introduced to have had any influence, or it does not go
deep enough in its effect, or our 'faith in the taste-developing force of the instruction
in drawing is not justified. in any event, the United States is in "this, as in so many
other points, the' land of contrasts.' " r In a subsequent paragraph he refers the
beginning of the current method to the year 1888, "filch seems to place the burden
of lack of influence upon the exceeding newness of the method.

(From the report of Doctor Mutheelus.)

To this general sketch Doctor Ifuthesius, who reports on drawing With special
refertnee ttindustrIal art, adds a number of instructive supplementary items. Ile,

Rtiiisbiliehti, p. 196. to Ibid., pp. 196-1116. r Ibid., p.196.
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too, fitelsthe tgeginning and basis of drawing instruction in the kindergarten, and
continues:

Fundamental principles. In the elementav school proper drawing instruction soon
assumes a more definite form; blit one point of view is never lost sight of, namely,
that drawing instruction is concerned with an artistic activity. Amerita lacks
altogether those European points of view, that the children need at first, thr the
exer, ise of hand and eve, geometrical models for free-hand copyipg, or that, in order
to Itecome familiar a hit the various modes of rpresentatittn, they should draw from
copies. The American idea, is. in the first place, to represent objects that ardor have
been seen, and, in the seeonfi place, as soon as possible to attempt independent
artistic composition in small skettlas anti constructive work.

l'ontrulds with European ideas.The u l Ennqbean idea that drawing and painting
from nature are-too difficult for the child., and that only the adult can be permitted
to drat with natureand he only after d ntwing'from cttpitti and dead plaster casts
ha.s no place in America, and would be received there as it myth. Also the Amen-
can children are given troth the start all the MOMS of graphic representation: they
handle from the Dinning brush and paints, crayon and pen. Also in this the
American idea is op sed to the olliyuroislin idea which considers aquarelle paint-

ing as especially difficult and to he led only by older pupils.
hr taint, front man ri. In Ulu ma lty of American 'elementary schools *

drawing frum nature is practised fn otn thelewest grades on, and in that practise
prtfertmee is given to plants anti flowers, which Are rtprestliteel directly with brush
and wiper color. The plant is placed at some distance from the group of pupils, and
these attempt to fix the general appearantv of the object, partI without previous
pencil sketch, in water color.

ilf coarse, if the pupils were required to render the object correctly in these draw-
ings, many defects woukl he found, especially in the lower grader. The pictures are
more or less schematic;1 foreshortening. the foldings of leaves, etc., are usually not
represented. On the other Mimi, IlitF'freedoin with. which the general impression is
fi xt, and the taste with which this is rendered in color, are frequently surprising. a

numarn,figure. In silt We( 1 uvrit paragraphs, Doctor Mathesius refers to the drawing
of the human liem, which also "affords surprising indications of power of obeerva-.
lion and pleasing instances of naive artistic rendering:" to free 'sketching, from
imagination and na,mory, relating to historical events, fairy stories, or to the repre-
sentation of things previously seen. In chi' I'll per grades there is added to these
things the more aCcurate drawing of simple and complex objecta.V.,

Doigning. Running parallel with representative drawing, he finds from the start
practise in designing 1.trders, etc., Eased on plant forms or on mopes chosen from
historic. ornament, together with the application of such designs in the decoration
of lamp shades, book covers, etc. In t hesiehjects one finds generally'indications
of very good taste,tmore especially in the choice of elemint and harmonious color-
ing." Ile notes also in this connection the tendency to apply the growing art appre-
'elation of the children to venoms forms of Manual work in leather, wood, clay, etc.

High school instrnetion.-- With reference to Cho work of the high school, "where
instruction in drawing and manual training is continued on similar lines," Doctor
Muthesius makes special mention of monnl&matie landseepe drawing, which finds

it chief value in the cultivation of taste and in Mining the eye for appreciation of
scenic beauty."

As connected with artistic drawing, he notes furthermore with approval "a sort of
applied esthetics," in the contemplation of works of art of which small reproduc-
tions are placed in the children's hands, fo;discuasion by the teacher end aubseque,nt
written aecuunt by the children. While he admits the doubtful character of such
instruction, unless it is conducted by a teacher of artistic befit, he still confident it
superior to the current art history in higher lieruffan schtiols, inasmuch as it deals
with concrete material placed before the pupil.

iYupervision.Ile attributes the Amman Of American instruction in drawing chiefly
to its highly organized system of supervision by %%II-trained special teachers, and

a Relsebertehte,p. 156.
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refers with much approval to the preparation of such supervisors by "the normal
school for drawing teachers in Bowie This school," he adds, "furnishes a type
worthy of imitation as an institution for the training of element+ and middle
school teachers of technical and artistic drawing."

. Samneary.In conclusion, Doctor IfuthesiustiOne up his impreseitonspat he general
judgmentthat " in its general spirit and principles /interim!' instruction in drawing
is excellent and worthy of imitation," and adds:

The results of the instruction, too,.in the lower Krades exceed all expectations. Inthe a-teamed grades, however, they do not wholly. actord with this auspiciousbeginning.. While the work of the children of eight or time years is so admirable,the pupils of fifteen ur sixteen often offer correspondingly little that is satisfactory.Weshould expect from the pupil ,f the ighest grades that mdraveitg from nature theywould have the ability to see form clearly and to apprehend aTI object accurately.But instruction has tidied todevelop a disposition to see clearly; the plant drawingsof the leeyeer-old pupils frequently present the *erne echematie picture as those,ofehe lower grades. Manifestly, this is due to the fact that instruction whollyneglects exercieeet in accuracy. One is forcibly reminded of the desultory methodof piano instruction that -plays only parlor pieces without introducing the fingerexercises necessary fer the syetematic progress of the pupil, a

(From the report of Director honnalehl

In a short account of drawing in American schools. Director Thormalen agrees'in
his views with Doctor Itiuthettitt, emphasizing more particularly the value of the
"excellent organization" due to the system ofsupervision; the value of ti t 'e'er draw-
ing from memory, which " belt countentete the danger of losing oneself in details;'.'
the importance of landscape drawing, more particularly in middle schools; the fact
that the drawing of ornament, on the basis of previous illustrations by the teachel,
is more invention than copying and is a method that "cultivates the taste, gives ale
pupils an idea of the value of artistic work, and thereby a criterion for estimating
the aChievernents of others." He also notes the striking inferiority of the results
Obtained in high schools as compared with the elementary schools.

sae
[From the report of Profeaor Schick.]

Professor Schick .supplements these statements with a discussion of the ittfittetwe
of J. Liberty Tadd, Arthur Dow, Denman Hose, Hugo Froelich, and Bonnie E. Snow
tipon the development of methods.

J. Liberty Tadd. To J. Liberty Tadd he accords " the significant merit " of having
first ,emphasized drawing from nature and (rout memory, hut finds in the schools
small indications of Tadd's advocacy of anthidextroue dmwing after motives of tireek
and Renaissance ornament. To his method in the drawing of ornament he con-
cedes "a certain value in the development of manual dexterity atiR of the control of
the !anode by the will and intellect, which represents Tadd's 'chief purpose," but
criticizes the "unquestionable lose of the finer appreciation of form which must be
sacrificed in the acquisition of atese external forms of skill."

Arthur Dow.In Arthur Doe/ he recognizes a student of Japanese art principles
and a successful advocate of idealism in art, who " in his instruction inverts the way
ordinarily followed in art instruction."

"He [Dow) considers it wrong to begin with leading the pupil to the control of the
tools of ert, thru the drawing from plaster casts, perspective," etc., holding that
-"the essence of art lies not in the correct rendering of nature, but in beauty, which,
in its turn, depends on the knowledge of the knelt of composition." Professor Schick
doubts, on the whole, the cogency and practicability of Dow's ideas, but concedes
the valve of his hoist/Awe on proportiOn of line and surface, and on the picturesque
contrasts of light and shade in every phase of instruction In drawing, more par-

.
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. . .

titularly in schools of industrial art, where this insistence is "of inestimable value,
inasmuch as, in tbese, simple designs afford opportpnity for easy application and
clear explanation of three principles." .

With reference to the same topic, Dow's influence upon American dratying Conn-
cilor v. ('zihak writes: " It is remarkable how prominent a place' the composition Of
landscapes occupies in American (elementary Irdrawing .ustruction. On the other
hand, I note that I have not found in any art school or a academy a special class
in landscape iirawing, and poly in one of them a few pictures if landscapes. . Again,
then, the land s.if contniste. b

Deastien Ron.With re terenee to Denman Rosa, ProfessorSchick limits himself to
the bare mentioning of the ,fact diet Itee, is about to publish an extended work on
the subject of color effects. On the other hand, Councilor v. Czihak givesa Succinct
ACCOUlli Of his theory and metlit:nl, states that his color theory has attained wide
reputation," and has leer accepted in No. 5 of Prong's series of text-books, hut
refrains from further Vinnsilent.

4

Than flardich and "annie E. Snow. Concerning Hugo Fmelicli and Bonnie K Snow,
Profeasor Sehick it; content 1.0 introduce them as the editors of a series of "text-books
of art instruction" Which "is still to be tried." lie finds that these texts, among
ot berthing's, partly utilize the methods of Dow and Ross; emphasizes Hutt they begin
at once with landscape presentation in color, and that, with the aid of free-hand Cuts
tint; and other occupations, they succeed with manifest skill in making the first
ilniwiiig instruction "a kind of play:" notes their varied and comprehensive charac-
ter, and closet' with the statement that "with thereomp letion of the work the ,iililren
will doubtless leave the schoolnis finished art nita--if, indeed, they do all these things
i.s excellently as they are represented in the books themselves!." e

Certain instructive remarks on the application of the aboveobservations to German
conditions are so intimately connected with industrial art that it is thought best to
postpone the synopsis of this-portion of Professor Schick's report to the section treat-.
ing of industrial art.

(From the Report of Councilor ,.zthak.l
Art schools. Councilor v. Czihak devotes a few paragraphs to art instruction. After

enumerating a number of typical art academies, art schools connected with museums,
art departments of universities and colleges, art departments of institutions of a poly-
Wank or universal character, and institutions conducted "on a falaillt401 bads," he '
continues:

The instruction in the majority of Haw institutions is conducted in the conven-
tional fashion borrowed from European art academies and art schools. Drewing andmodeling from plaster casts and from the antique play a very prin»inent part in pre-paratory instruction; subsequently, drawing And modeling from life are carried on

rtte

extensively by both sexes separately; still life, too, receives much attention.
early all schools have a class for poraiture, and, as a special American peculiarity,
n illustration class, which is usually connected with a so-called composition class.

The illustration classes are generally well attended, since illustration for the numer-
ous magazines is a well-paid occupation and in serest favor with women. Landscapepainting is almost wholly absent; octrionally there is . found an etching class; his-t toms! painting 1 have not seen.

everywhere
wan eareverage

considerableofeleheperce
ithunientmerowil(tri:ptAtikptitne. female sex;h dilittat hnretieco-fonVtithusteaand

more

On the whole these schools do.not-attain the standard of our art academies, con-ducted by artists of reputation. Evidently they lack teachers of high standing inart and the needed'art atmosphere. Persona rejected by Europe, and graduates of
the institutions, frequently serve as teachers and professors. The work thruont isonly mediocre. A few of these schools, in States that have no special normal art
schools, train drawing teachers or utilize Saturdays for the tralniw of such teachered

.

.

p. 197. r Ibid., p. 169. 4 Ibid., p. 201.
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[Prp report of Doctor Muthealux.1

Present condition of industrial art.With regard to thepreeent condition of ileitis-.
trial art in America, Doctor Muthesius reports: .

. The prom et that German imhistriel art will at some day p'ay *leading parrfirthe
American mAtet is not precluded, seeing that the characteristic industrial achieve-menu of Anir.,'ca are ae. yet unpretentious and quite undevel( ped. While, indeed,school instruct 'n is laying a foundation for a certain artistic receptivity (di the part.of the Americo the consequences of this instruction have not as yet been estate-belied in Am, lean industrial art. Furthermore, it is strikingly evident that the
propitious be Ailing+ of the transfer to America of the English industrial-art twtve-ment in Morris's time have not exerted a 'pervading influence. Evidently the
English arts-and-crafts idea was too primitive and rustic for American feeling, sothat the influence of England extends to "Illy a email part of America's industrial
product, more particularly to a certain kind of furniture, to ceramics, and to a fewforma of metal work.a

On the other band, Doctor NIntliesitut credits the American furniture manu-
facturers with ingeneity and commendable reganl for comfort in the eonstruvti in of
raking- chairs, lounging chairs, certain varieties of armchairs, folding furniture;
lawn swings, etc., "front which the foreigner can learn Mach:" refers 4n terms of
commendation to America's achievements in the treatment of art glass, in which
"America has opened positively new pathti, and exerted a decisive influence even
upon European art in very many directions:" lauds in similar terms American
typography and book manufacture as superior in taste and certain features of work-
manship to German pi-oduction; eulogizes the illustration of b(toks and magazines
as "possibly on a higher. level thati tleg reached by any 'other country," and
accords highest prItise to American dressmaking.-

Woman's dreNt. .The American woman [he adds] is to-day without doubt thebest-dreet woman in the world. This is due in a Irmge measure to the independence
and high personal culture of American women. The English mode of the education
of the fair sex and the universal restiect for woman have been developed in America
to a degree that brings to mind directly the Germanic cult of women 'in the middleages. From this there has arisen a wholly free development of ;the rharacter of
woman, who, with clear conmiommuts and (lig% estimation of her own value, knowshow to secure herself in her position. As one of the manifestation?, of this self-
reliance, we must view the feminine drteig. It (lifters from the drum+ of the- Parisian
woman m its expression of the self-immiciousnerspf its wearer. While the Parisian
dress is determined exclusively by fashion and the dressmaker, the dress of the
American woman makes the impression that she has herself aided in its fabrication,
and that, at all events, her personal tasteand adjustment to her corporeal and spir-itual Individuality have had great weight therein. While the Parisian wears her
fashionable dress coquettishly, the Atnerican woman althea," in hers with self-, consciousness and with a personal bearing that compels respect. Iler dress is less
eccentric and artificial.. It has as a whale more unity and is better planned than the
Parisian fashionable dress. Above all it gives evidence of indisputable taste in the
choice of color. b

Oil the whole, Doctor Metheeius deplores the fact' that " with reference to indute
trial, art the American exhibit [at Saint Louis] was less intertsding and complete than
those of other countries, and far below the expectations which the foreigner must
necessarily bring to it."

Machine work. To these statements Director Thormiden site the follitiving note
on the character of American machine-made furniture:

This American machine work reaches out in a certain fashion toward the ideal of
turning out simple, serviceable, and beautiful 'furniture at low coat, an ideal froth

. which we are far removed in Germany. It is ivident from the differences in the
methods of work that it is not an easy matter to 'pegduce in large quantities by
machinery furniturelh the same forms as those Made by hand. Therefore, if the

lta'aeoarlehte, pp. 180-131. blbld., p.114.
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machine work, too, is to lavOnie artistic in character the .plans of the artist must beadapted to these differencee in the method. of production. This peculiarity -Of .machine work by its own nature compels the artisti'to develop a peculiar style, and
in such development the Americans are far in advance of us, while, on the otherhand, they will require a long time to overtake us in hand work. a

(from report of Profussor Sehtek.?
1.

Character of indweiriat art ifadrurtima.With reference to instruction hearing on
industrial art, Professor Schick finds a tendency in its dins:tion in the entire etitua-1
tional syetem of the United States. He writes: ,

The educational spstem 'of the United States of North America presents, like allelse in this singular country, a character iiiffering eempletely from ours. Its instruc-tion is directed its intuit towaol_ general culture as toward training in technicaland art matters, And it not only differs from European systems, but it shows also
the incongruous Contrasts of high development and scarcely appreciable beginnings
peculiar to every relation in the fife of this country. Bet in one direction one great
universal tendencv'perviules the educational work the tendency toward the practicalutility o: what is learned. The amplitude and diversity 61 trade, the mighty devel-
opment of the technical arts and of all factors denendinfr on thrtu, have brought ftabo4 that the whole American people is permeated by st teci.nical spirit. And thistechnical --pirit is revealel already in the public schoels with their often magnifi-
cently elpupped shops foRwood and metal workoind t hen:lest nwtion in textile work
el,d mating; it continues in¶1w so- called high school, in themanual training schools,-with their direct pnarationfor certain practical callings, up to the university. Con-
nected with this, too, is the fact that great importance is attached tok instruction in
draWing,lreame drae lilt!, en the one hand, is absolutely required in every technical
vocation, and because, on the other liana, it affords the beet foundation for the dexel-
opulent of acuteness of vision Mr all external things in life.. In this, too; it is signifi-
cant that 'even the institutions that give the highest culture in &awing and in artgenerally, the acaih not, as with us, perste only the highest and ideal aims,
but are essentially institutions for the 'training of illustrators of American journalsand magazines, and besides concerned; with few exceptions, with subjects of in-dustrial art, such as pottery, llook binding, and the like.

Multiplicity of subjects in intbmirial art orlatals.A further peculiarity of 'Americanschool organization pertly explicable from practical points of view but, perhaps,also due to the American idea that all that is practically serviceable is equally valuableand importantconsists in the fact that the apparently most ineongrucnis and dis-
connected subjects are found united in one and the same institution. ThePratt Insti-tute in Brooklyn and the Drexel Instirkte in Philadelphia furnish In this regard thegreatest examples. Thus, e. g., in the Pratt Institute, waiving university instruction,pretty Bauch every phenol general and technical instruction from the kindergarten onIs represented. And the Drexel Institute, an institution more for adults, has fourteendepartments, * * as well its. extensive collections, among them even a valuablecollection of pictures. The universities, too, are organized very differently frothGUN, comprising not only the subjects eurrent with us, but also all higher technical,
agricultural, and other branches of instruction. b

Other institutimis.In further 'elucidation, Professor Schick mentions "technical
schools, trade schools, and manual training sel ouls;" establishedand maintained by
communities, private indivNtals, and church organizations. "Many of these have.
no further purpose beyond enabling young people io a fe' months to secure some
ever so humble position, and then thrn evening instruction in the same or other
schools to gain further training and to fit themselves for better positions."

Women as pupils and as teachers.As an especially strikifig feature of industrial
schools and industrial art schools, he 'snide to the participation of women in this
work, not only as pupils but also as instructors and managers. lie notes that while
in Germany women are admitted as pupils by art-industrial, and even by commercial
schools, the number of female pupils in American schools of art and art-industry M
far greater than that of men. He is equidly amazed at the great number of subjects
chosen by film, finding them occupied " not only with designs ipr manual activities!

Reieberichte. p. 147. Ibid., pp. 166-157.
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adapted to womenhookbinding and the likebut also with the drafting of machines
and architecture, nay even at the anvil, hammer in land."

He finds them playing " a wholly extraordinary part," not only as pupils, but
also, as teachers; not only in schools of general culture, but also in industrial art
pchoula and academies; not only in classes attended by womep, but also in mixt
chesty; not only as teachers, but also as managers and Biro turn!

Equipment. Ile praises the 'equipment of these sielsntuning in illustration
Pratt, Drexel, and Armour institutes as instancesas "generally very good, and
often decidedly splendid," the et:bedews auditoriums, and especially the character
and extent of the collections of art-industrial objects, and their Allred connection
,With the schools. ('concerning these collections he adds:

Altho Germany naturally has ninth greater wealth of art-industrial collections andtreasures than America, which-lacks a great and artistically rich pleat, and altho our
art-industrial collections are frequently, at least, under the same roof with the schools,the value of such immediate connection of schools and collectionsa cm eionextending also to their managementnth not be overeetimated; and we behol hoseVA the practical sense of the American, whose primary concern is not scien
completenne and the aceuniulation of all material of even the least bearing on t edifferent subjects, but above all else that the 'exhibits should in wnnefashion enhancethe value of his own productions anti of thm instruction given. By this, hoaLever, isnot meant that the American does not know how to appreciate the selgeiti tic valueof collections, for whosoever has seen, e. g., the collection of musical instruments at
the Metropolitan Museum must have the conviction-forced upon him thnt only themost exalted zeal and the.completertt disregard of cost could call into beim; such'itcollection. a

Further on Professor i4chirek commends tilt7 establishment of restauhults in connec-
tion with the schools ns n nonsense of great lir-a:tie:II value, saving time and vigor,
and bestows high praise nisei the fart that not only the collection moms, but also
the claw rooms and corridors are frequently decorated witli the most beautiful and
expensive photographs. cvith reference to the latter point he adds: " Even the
public elementary schools enjoy such decoration, anti many a t ierman professimial
or industriantrt school might envy such schools their costly hliognevures iital pho-
tographs of Greek or !Wien and the most modern French or English masterpieces
of art." Ile deplony, however, that e;ertmen works of art are out with only excep-
tionally.

o Lighting.The equipment of the class menus he finds excellent* (diameter and
completeness, but criticizes the lighiing. In support. of his criticisui he Mitilleell
instances iu welch he saw in laterally lighted dare rooms. two groups of pupils
working from models paced on opposite sides of the room, as well as another
instancy in which seine thirty students were seated in a large citric around a model,
so that those placed in the rear could scarcely see to work and had their model
wholly in the shadow.

teaching firrce.With regard to the teaching force, he finds first and foremost great
WI of feaehera; fears that in a number of instances "the teacher himself is deti-
dent in tree most necessary requirements, either of skill oiconecientiousnewe or teach-
ing ability," and expresses the opinion that " in spite of the reverence due to the
fidelity, seal, and ot her Knott qualities of the fetnale teachers," the Ctmng prevalence
of the fair sex in matters of instruction is not a specially profitable feature of
American organisation.

Consequently he does not consider the reetnta of instruction as being of such a
character as tArive to Germans came for the'fear "that we are behind the, Amer-
icans in industrial instenetion." 7 Altho," he continues, "there is ample reason to
acknowledge that the development of manual Waftedionin the public schools and
in special mound training schools for practically technical instruction, its which we

Reisebetlehte, p.159.
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ae wholly lucking, is WARM and in litany respects %vial by of imitatilm, neverthe-
less the speeitic industrial art schools or academies with art industrial insthietion
fan not, Oven in /Iwir.pnletical attainments, retnetely compt:te with our epecial Classes
r school!: for work in preciousmtals, pottery, forging, etc." a The saute he hulls

be true also with reference to instruction in drawing.
!low Ping," Professor Schick concludes, "the superiority 11 titir

ndustrial art instruction over that of the Americans will continue it is impossible to
says : The extrattrdinars energy of the 4titericeue,, their practical sense, the well-
knewu generosity of their rich citizens, and the wealth of the rotiummit lit+ justify
the prophecy that when once the deficienries are resaegnize they will' not rest until
they have etviiet1 the perfection of Kumlat also its industrial education.-

'Frtia report of hs.1r Ntitlicsias

t,e4ro//ritiei.ee. - !moor iluthe Silts writes with reference to industrial art:
lm contrast with the Alkalis IteretohireonsitlnsP[drawing, manual training, andtottie hoolsj last met ten in industrial art iii tiollieW hat. l'n.iiiisilistiol. s * * TheAmerican industrial art stilted is sot as it developed as 01101; it still bean, Inure the

elianicter of a selitiol of general art, to which only a few art industrial elapses areappended. Now, the pumit of instruction in general art, it is true, %mild net mn-stillite to dyke; if it were fttnit lei! substantially on teclynelogical considerations. T1118,IMWCVer, is not t Ike case. The course of instruction still is essentially that of an old-
st,yle art academy.. i it a hich I hest talent , by the way of plastercastsatia still life, slowly
:ippn.aclies nature palely. It Most he CO11(14161. horever, that the drawing fromplaster casts is carried itil in'a frill lout sprightly fashion that is in no way pedantic,
:eel, furthermore, that the lift, work entineetts1 with it is in a state of high. perfec-tion. * * In all art schools life work is comidercd of the greatest importance;na , it_const it utes the chief element in the instruction of every st intent. It is there-fore no wittier that life work has reached at higher plate than ip look of the ciCr-iiiiIII schisSIS.,

T,.. I de lb mynx. -..-14 etrretl art industrial subjects, textile design receives octaeion-.illy cone consideration, lint the results are mostly mediocre, and above all there is
Ito !nice of the niislcril spirit that pervades to-ility the English alel (lenient art int1118-
trial 14.111,011,; still ICS,. 11,10, one Mel a continuation of the happy beginnings in flat'
eempos7ition and the tasteful color combination a ith which one has become familiar
pre% ionsly i ) the drawing of the elementary and twiddleIdle selionle. Nature study inthe (tine o the drawing of plaits receives more or less attention. tint rarely from
that standpoint of teeheological applicability wine!' is in place in an art industrial.school.

- .-.
Shur itiStrild. .Shop instruction hati scarcely euterell the .11tieriitn art school.Only in isolated instances a few workshops are found; thus, t.. g., in Chicago it fairly

well attended ceramie workshop. Bookbinding, too, is found in some schools; olioiiljcMilalally a elites for embossing, etigntving, and wood carving. On the whole,however, tin' workshop is au intrlopr of newt reent date, and has not as -et byan IIMMIS acquired the right ofyitizenshiti. It should, however, Ix. einpliaeized that
,iiiite recently workshops have Cialle.illtulaVim everywhere, but chiefly eo tor in AM-
nection with the general instruction in drawing in the iitillille schools! 'she' tech*
nological epirit which in Germany prevails in the industrial art school is to be found
at the present time only in the drawing and manual (ranting of institutions of generalculture., . .

.
're this Doctor Mutlitsitis adds at the close of his 'relent the following instructive.

rCettnie tit his impressinns immeenting.intlitetritil and art tsaitiing,ineltaling drawing
:eel manual training: . .

i'iiiiiiiiiiii iiChiia/ iliSirficiaal iii draiCnig.-111 Spite of the many peculiarities of AMer-lean iniillSttilli and art education, the suggestions which the 'European shoolinan
carries away with him from A ineritu are'rnost pn.litic and persistent. The common
echool instruction iii drawing a as an abeolute revelation. There are hen, hints whose
value Call not be minimized by anyone. The %hole matter is attaclosl Irian a stew
1)oint of view. While current instruction in drawing in .Kurope was a tranaterral of

a Relseberlehte. pial I-let. lbld.. p. 171 . e Ibid., pp. '/0-Ill.
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academic principles to the children's school, ,in which the child as an intellectual
organism reoeived,but little consideration;American instruction in drawing is linked
in every grade with the natural instinct of activity of the- child. It rests upon an
intimate study of child nature. Thq nsults correspond with this F0111111 fundainintal
principle. They can not even be minimized by the observation already malty that.
the upper classes do not wholly fulfil what the litwer elastics promise. It would la a
worthy task ter I Iermany to organize this fundamentally correct Hymen, of education
in such a way as to eliminate the impeneet ions it shows Imre. d *

A wericii hos opened new pot/Q.Both jn drawing and manual training A ineriea has
opened new istlis And furnished an example for the whole world. The quirk appre-
hension on the part of an energetic and practical pis ode under the t flourishing
conditions of growth has here vindicated the value of points of view that could
scartrly have found consideratMti in the old, learned Eurtaan worhl, hampered by
theoriekkand prejudices. The great importance of the two subjects lies in the faet
that they'itave to do with the foundation of if-clinical and art education. .1m/will
hits here, as it were, begun at the bottom. and, in view of this tact, it does not matter
so very much that higher instruction is n stitliciently elnped and matured.

Perfection may be attained as wow as the gettenti development demands it. the
more so its MI increasing desire for ettlture on the part of the people is linked with a ,
lavishness in the employment of Sett11141111.1 nu energy in the earrying out of plans of
recognized vernal:lest which perhaps to-day are to he Mimi! in America alone.

_Industrial nail turf iustructimi 'being rolndly derdopcd.--With reference to industrial
and art instruction in America the general impressions gained in a tour I ,f inspection
will also,apply: One fituls no really finished cultural retinas, one is disturbed la every
step by imperfections, and yet no other country to-day affords even approximately
sit rich a harvest of mergestit ma. Here a tlomsand germs await future develomnt.
Everything urges forward, as yet unhampered by meet ionary tendencies: the Ail
billed and the ineomplete eagerly seek iterfection. We lital ourselves in the midst
of the fermenting development of a still youthful people. All the detirirnries of
youth are still there, hurthey are richly eempensated by its points of excellence, by .

' ebthusiasm, its cheering hope, the steadfast faith in its tatecess.'s

From report cal Prtlfesao?Sehtek.1

Professor Sclik Ames his report with a discluision of a number of pointe of inter-
est, wherein Ii sets forth the hearing of his observations in England and America
on instruction in drawing and art industry in general, but more particularly in.
Germany. b A succinct synovalis of portions of this discsortion is here presented:

Drawing.In the first place, while he approvtts the abandonment "of the former
exclusive drawing of solidti andiornamente in German schools of general culture, he
feats that instrialon has fallen into another extreme and does not sufficintly14ot-
eider that in the artistic education of a people (which is the object ahnit'd at, as well
as certain practical ends), it is not etmite/to train the pupils in the simple and real-
istic representation of ohjecta of nature, for, altho this Contribute@ ter the education
of the eye and the cultivation of taste, the work-of the pupil will in comparison
with the work of the artist, always be deficient and bungling to a certain degree, and
the popilwill not.be able tc: attain an appreciatioth4 truly artistic work if he lacks
opportunity to compare. his work with that of a real artist. He will, on the con-
trary, be led to consider his own defective wotk as artistic, and "we abaft run the
risk af getting require similar to those of 'America, i. e., superficial attainments in .

drawing, and the necessity, when' tali. on strictly artistic forms are required, of
beginning over again." This can hardly fail to affect all who subsequently chyrose '
an industrial or art industrial calling or architetare, thus proving an injury to any
of our people, while in Americas palliative for this excessive freedom'in drawing is
afforded in the practical work in the shop, requiring the greatest can..

Ornament. lib recommends, therefore, for the cultivation of hand and eye, a wider
use of orhament in German elernentary schools, and also the utilization'of many of
the pgietirip Lbw's doctrine of Composition, which, however, hiltless not designate. .

lie deplores the tendvicy to elude the copying of goat! art drawings or good plas-
tic models, considering such training indispensable in order "to learn the language

lkdaebettettle, pp. 112 -14* b Ibid., pp. 132-176.
s
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of art," and pointing to the utterances of Da Vinci and the practise of Ruhens and
Lenbach in support I if his position. lie is confirmisi in this position, too, by reeisp,
that not only in conservative England, lint also in progrmsive America, this train-
ing in drawing (rem plaster nealehr of ornaments and heads has been retained in art
industrial richools and academies and is everywhere carried on to a certain extent:"
Similar remarks apply to the drawing of columns amt historic ornament."'"

Preorwitm.Ile directs attention to the neglect in America of decorative painting
-and tae ceinparative lack of ornamentation, both in schools and in industrial art
vroilnets, and adds: '"Altho in many instance. du!, js ho hi! attributed b, want of
'Pled practise and entlicietit'srill, and ma, primarily, to views and principles of
art. this reducti41 of forms to utmost simplicity meets the taste just in iw current Ohl'
lei, The present roactioii ai,etinat an excess' of art amentatMn * is a healthy
one. For so long as a e It not preferAan object that is simple, but good in funda-
mental shape and well constructed, to one made from inferior material and .sur
charged with questionable ornament, we have no lann to he cunsidered as an
esthiicallyultured people," While, therefore, Professor Schick hotels that the dis-
ountain..., or, at least, the extreme restriction of decor Live draw iitt in trade
schools and industrial continuation schools would benefit indw.trial art, la% does not
admit "that its appmpriale use is net justifiable and pleasing." Cotiseenently he
sees '"}lo reason why in our industrial art schools we should adopI the American
Milt and allow ourselves to sustain from placing al. the disposall of our pupils the,
resources of art for the richer and richest (kismet ion of the most varied objects."

simprosk.With reference fo shopwork in the public schools, he is so pleased
.with Its bearing on all-siddrievaloinnent and with the sight of the zeal of the Amer- ..

Mau boys working atthelNtiches that he is inclined to reconitnend ItN adoptioa fir
ticranany, were it not for the complete transformation of the entire school organize- .
Lion entailed thereby.

With reference to shopwork in indiretrial art schools,iie maintains that this speaul
profeesional instruction in most of the German assesin fresco painting, modeling,
wood carving, engraving, etc.already bears the character of shopwork; and con?
tinneri: If we add to these our numerous technical schools ((rt sibecial branches of
indirerrial art, which in -America are almost wholly lacking, there is no doubt that
in art-industrial workshop instruction we arc not only, not behind the Americans, but
surpass them by far. For we have seen that art-industrial instruction, in America
as well as in England, is mostly carriedon as incidental instruction in amilemiee,
which is equivalent'to saying that also with the worker in art industry the general
artistic culture is looked upon as the more important eimmidetaition."

TECHNICAL. COLLEORti AND OTHER A2VANCED ArFINICAL INKTITVTION11.

[From report of Prokssor (Wale.]

The rwiet connected view of these institutions is eontained in Profetwor Giitte's
report, which also dwells on the points of contrast with corresponding institutions ,
in Prussia. In the term "technical College*" he includes polyteekic institutes,
schools of engineering, and other technical ochools of advanced character, and eon.-
tracts these chiefly with the technical "high schools" (of university rank) and. the
higher and lower schools for machine mnstrnetion of Prussia. In the (elk-riving
ejmopiiis the chief stress is on the organization and work of the Ameripan school'.

In a few introductory paragraphs he directs attention to the share which wealthy
industrial leaders and pronfinent men of learaing had in the establishment of such
schools, and 'given credit to the Morrill Act-of 1862 lbr its determining Lifluence in
theit wider diffusion.

General ciumgder.The majority of the American schools of this character, he
reports, are not,Of a..special character, but include also the departments of the Vier
man universities or are themselves departments of such nun's/intim: This he holdsf
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to be due to the fact that at the time of the establishment of technical colleges the
existing universities thenaelvee had nbt as yet been definitely organized, to the
.example of England, and to certain features of the Morrill Act. Moreover, American
technical schools almost aim to be of collegiate or university rank, whereas in
Germany there are thrtiS grades of school of this character, viz., the technical uni-
versities and the high and elementary mechanical schools. This difference is
owing to the circumstance that at-the time of their origin thew was need in America
of men with t. clinical- college preparation in leading, but not as yet in subordinate,
positions. "Even in later years," be adds," "there was no special need for the
establishment of schools of lower rank." Moreover, " in consequenee of the extraor-
dirjary development of industry in newly opened regions of the United States, the
demand lot scientifically trained managing engineers has continued so brisk to the
most recent days that the existing schools scarcely millieed to supply the dentinal."

Other reasons why a school training was not so generally provided for subordinates
he-linds in the comparative feebleness of social and class stinctions, the high esti-
mate placed on purely practical as compared with in canal work, the ctonsequent
disposition to promote workers trained in ti A ctice to higher positions
in factory and office, and the prominent taste' y to specialize and to standardize in
machine construction, which latter served to enhance the value of,practical experi-
ence and purely mechanical work.

; -
Moreover, the need of trained material for lower positions is not felt, inasmuch as

graduates of technical colleges pass thru suchposit ions on entrance into practical life,
for the purpose of initiation in practical work.

'Cburses.As to the courses of the technical colleges in contrast with Heise of a
Prussian ;Khoo', Professor Gate selects this technical high school at Aachen. He

1. The courses of study of the technical colleges include in tyost instances a num-
ber of subject's of instruction which with us are.disposed of in preparatory institu-
tions, more particularly the modern languages ( English, tierman, French ), history,
and lower mathematics.

2. Instruction in chemistry And the exercises connected therewith have much
more time allotted to them than in Prussian institutions.

3. The same is true of exercises in the physical laboratory and in the laboratory
for machine construction.

. 4. Thp courses of instruction (it iericen schools) include not only scientific
instruction, but also "practical work' hodt" workohops. b

Another sharply pronounced difference he finds in the treatment of the material
of instruction, in the fact that, contrary to the expectation of the Eurogian visitor
of a decided leaning tp.practical affairs in the technical instruction, he meets in
many instances the very opposite, viz., strong emphasis upon theory and neflect of
actual sketching and constructive design.

The strong elnplituds upon chemistry he bioks upon as a survival of the beginnings
of technical instruction, "when, in consequen e of lack of material in purely techni-
earbranches, there was time for such subjects of instruction," and doubts whether
the mechanical engineer can derive adequate benefit from such extensive practise
in qualitative and quantitative analysis.

Mechankal taboratory and dratveng.-1LoirStees the prominence given to work in
the mechanical laboratory, bet is astonished at the small number and indifferent
character of the drawings made by the students in their instruction. These he
deplores to .be in many respects ihiferior to the drawings fqtynd in machine shops, and
irYnclIned toettribute these fauffs to the fact "that drawing and sketching in many
instances are hot given in Connection with,the corresponding lectures, but as an inde-

:,,pendent subject." .

As contrasted with this insufficient treatment of drawing and designing the strong
emphasis upon work in the mechanical laboratory seems to him excessive. " With

...*Ralosbnichts, p. 220. /Ibid.. pp. 223-228.
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the current4ystem," he adds, "they do not get out of experimenting and criticiz-
ing. Already in the lectures everything is critically examined; this is followed by
criticism on the basis of experiments in the laboratory; independent productive
and creative doing, as represented in designing, is scarcely ever reached."

It is sometimes maintained [he adds] that the American students by this
extensive activity in experimenting at the school are trained in independence,
because thereby they are enabled to create for theniselves the conditions for the
solution of new problems with ease and certainty; also one often hears tha' the
American schools intentionally each only what the students can not learn in practi-
cal life. -

All this may be true to a c in extent, but it is equally true that training for
indevaidene requires not only a ritical, but also a creative activity, and that prac-
tical life in the various positions affords not only opportunity for training in design-
ing, but also in research.

In the inferior development of American technical instruction A the-constructive
side he sees One of the reasons why American mriinery, with.the exception of tool
machines, is in many instances imperfect.

School trorkshop.As wholly larking in the Prussian system, he designates the
HC111,01 workshop, which "inay be an imitation of the tame devices in Rullsia and
France." lie finds, however, further reason for this in the following considerations:

American machine construction is much more sisrialized than with us; appren-
tieeship in general is in many instances displaced by a-System of young workers
trained in a very linaited spocialty. But to give such a special training to a future
[mechanical] engiimer has no.purpose whatever; on the other hand, it is repugnant
to the active American to have persens loading as volunteers (unpaid learners) in the
workshop without serious occupation; in short, the American factories are in general
less fitted for the practical training of future engineers than ours and, therefore, sys-
tematic training in a school workshop, alt ho it can not be considered ideal for the
given purpose, may be preferable to volunteering in an A merioin factory.a

Ile reaches, on the basis of the fore7g-bing considerations, the,conclusion that "Prus-
sian graduates must be superior to American graduates, not only beinise of better
preparation on mitering the technical institution, but also tleCtillSt of the more effec-
tive formulation of the courses cif study."

Intermediate officiobt.lie next discursetetho adaptation of American technical col-
leges to the training of "intermediate officials" (machine constructors and superin-
tendenta), and reaches the conclusion that they meet these requirements to only a
limited extent.

As constructer [he adds] the intermediate official must a) eve all things be an
efficient draftsman, and it can net therefore be left to practical life alone to train him
in this. Furthermore, he must know and be able to compute approved forms of
construction. On the other hand, it will not be his d my to engage in further research.
For his training, therefore, thoro instruction in drawing and tonattuction will be
needed, while the study of higher mathematics and higher mechanics can be die,
poised with and instruction in the mechanical laboratory can be reducett to a come
partitively limited amount.

Similar considerations apply to the factory officials of intermediate,grades. As a-
f utt her requirement there enters here also sufficient prelim' experience, to be gained
in a manufaeturing establishment.

All these nktuirements receive only liruiteul consideration in the courses of instruc-
tion of the technical colleges, With then...strong emphasis on theory and research
work, and it is evident that these schools are not particularly wag adapted to The
training of the intermediate technical officials. b

Prussian urganiration::=A concise sketch of what Prete:4110r Giitte considers as the
distinguishing characteristics in the organization Of Prussian technical schooas"
(of university lsrnk ) may prove interesting. Ile writes:

In Prussia the difference between the organization of the technical high schoOle
[of university rank] on the one hand and that of the middle and loweitechffical
schools on the other hand la strictly observed%

Vaisebenclite p. p. 426.
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In the high schools there is freedom of torching and learning; the king men
receive their complete mental equipment for later erientiflc progress; the professional
instruction in conceived on a large scale; they do not enter into the most minute
details, but leave it to the student to avail himself also of profeeeional literature and
other material for set .. ,On the other hand, ere prevails in the schools for machintonst ruction compul-
sory attendance; the su jeets of instruction arteuniformly prescnbed in the courses of
instruction for all schools; instruction does not take the form of lectures, but is teach-
ing (imparting of knowledge) in the strictest sense of the wordthru the giving of
information, question and answer; the teacher must to a certain extent incuiNthe
responsibility for the work of the pupils, and the profosional, instruction is directly
adjusted to the needs of a future constructor of details or facture official. The con-
structions and drawings, therefore, are derived almost without exception frettiorig-
inal plans, which serve as models and which are obtained from good machine shops
and kept in the collections. Larger sketches are as much as possible avoided; on the
other hand, the greatest stress is laid on the execution of correct workshop drawings.a

In eubsequelit pages he gives a full account, without further comment, of the
organization and courses of study of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
WorAetjr Polytechnic Institute, the Stevens Institute of Technology., the School of
Engineering of Columbia University. Sibley College, the Urbana 1 111.1 College of
Engineering, and the Drexel and Pratt institutes.

.

More favorable in many respects are the reports bearing on To:finical Colleges by
Councilor Beckon, Director E. Bed, and Director Sellentiu.

[From report of Councilor Heckert.]

Ilteptiremenie for adrhieeion.Councilor Iteekert, in his trieistment of engineering
schools of universities anal first notes that while none of them require for
admission graduation frier a college, a number of them piece their requirements elo
high that graduation from a high school can not satisfy them and consequently rec-
ommend previous college attendance; thut most of them, however, are content with
graduation from a four -years high school, and that a je of them are even more
lenient.

Cu:meter of the ineiruction.His further remarks he itropoeeii to on an institu-
tion which requires only graduation from a four-years high school, and continues:

But, however light the requiretnents may be, instruction in the fundamental sci-
ences goes further everywhere than in the higher schools for machine construction
in erussia, everywhere inulathemstiot, e. g., the intipiteshual calculus is:studied.
On the other hand, on the theoretical side of professional instruction proper, the
technical eollegee 'tearable do not COMO up to our schools; at any rate, this instruc-
tion is less specialized, foul is limited, in the main, to motors and transmissions, for
in none of the numerous coulee of shirty examined and in none of the schools vis-
ited did the reporter find instruction in lifting and tool machines.

Thiadefleiency in theoretical instnuion is, however, amply compensated by the
mach stronget emphasis on experiment. The exercises in the labomtoristoocupy so
large a place in the course of instruction that, in fact, every student has opportunity
to famifiariae himself thru his own experiments with the natural laws whose appli-
cation is taught in the technical sciences, with the testing of construction matenal,
with the care and testing of steam boilers, and machines of every description, and
with'mueh else. b

With reference to the methgd of instruction, he writes further on:
In theoretical instruction moat of the institutions deviate very much from the

method current in Germany. The loweveekly number of lesson hours (on an aver-
age :to) indicates to how considerable an ex tent the independent activity of the student
is utilized. This consists in the study of text-hooks, from which, from lessen to
leteon, sections are assigned. The teacher's activity, then, consists chiefly in ques-
tioning the student as to what he has learned, in giving him practise in the solution
of problems ori the blackboard. and in explaining the parts not understood. This is
supplemented with lectures, combined with experiments, acconliag to the character

Zelseberlehtn, p. 71J. b Ibid.. p.
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and requirements of the subject. The instruction In the mother tongue consists
largely of practise in extemporaneous speaking and in debating, and has,'therefore,
the purpose of preparing for publif

Labor-Baring deritys..---Councilor Beckert mentions with approval " tbe,extraordi-
nary development of helps in naching, which savejabor for the students," such as
typewritten and manifolded synopses of lectures, numerical tattles, and diagrams,
which save copying, also blueprints. etc.; devotes a paragraph to the adyaptages of
distributing manifolded problems, thus avoiding " time-cunsuming ilictation,"and
aiedher to the extended use of the stereopticon, and, more part icularly, to the pho-
tographic. enlargement of steroptie views. "Theee facilities," he adds, require,
however, assistants, who are employed in umaping numbers in I be American schools,
but are wholly lacking in ours."

Potwing.Witl. reference It; drawing, he shares to a large extent the unfavorable
view of Professor (itAte. They spend too much time a preparatorY exercises,"
he writes, I. "and in many instances use antiquated 'netball.. In nrecinulicul draw-
ings the median lines are often lacking, the entering of measurements is incomplete,
almost tinivertully shading lines are used to emphasize alat and shading is still
dint with hatching limes. The coloring of materials is scarcely ever used."

On the other hand, methods of work were observed that are worthy of beitation,
such as drawing upon at very firm but very thin leper, winch admits of
ate production of blueprints of the original drawing; the extensive use r rtile4in Nillairv, facilitating and expetlitiu the work; rapid sketching in re-- n time
1 twenty down to four minutes); skeic usg iu 'isometric rejection for t to cultiva-
tion of the perceptive faculty; the gi lug out of very pimple sketches of two pro-
jections of a bode to la' represented, from which the thin) projection, sections etc.,are to be derivil. The model itself they merely exhibit before the student, and
thenforea single model will malice for many tandems. Compared with the practise in
Prussia, of letting each student draw directly from the model, this means a very con-
siderable economizing in the teaching apparafla.

Ile doges his report on this phase of taillike' inst ',mien, without further com-
l. 'meat, witfrat somewhat detailed account of laboratory exercises.

(From nporrof Director 8ellcutto.

411 his repori on shipbuilding, etc., Director Sellentin devotee several paragraphs
to technical instruction. On the whole he agrees with his colleagues, yet the fol-
lowing notes may Is of interest:

II ,rksh4q3 prattine.With nerenee to the workshopet mmiected with technical
colleges. he writes:

The work in the school shops has the one advantage over the work in factories
current with ustthat the etutficht is systematullaCtrained and that the lectuten calsgo hand in hand with the prettiest work. in spite of t he short time (221
to 748 hours) it is possible to attain very satisfactory knowledge of work and manualskilit while the Uivrtnan factory students and volunteers (linpaid blink's.) frequently
umpnete an amazing ignorance of the simplest kinds of work.

The method, however, has the disadvantage Nee the student remains ignorant of
the conditions under %hid' the work ingot be carried on in the factories, and that he.
remains a stranger to intercourse with Me workmen. A combination of the Ameri-
can and Merman inethodecute year of pimp practise in a larterrbefore entering the
arhool and systematic training in the who'd workshop during a three years' muneof instruction 11 conneetion with the instruction in technologymight yield for the
middle profeesional schools the most- favorable result. c

bthoratory practise. In the laboratory practise he recognizes "the best part of
American techhmil instruction;" acknowledges the stress laid on simplicity in the
-experiments, exactness of measurements, and clearness of rceords.the retied hooks
being models of excellence; praises the completeness of equipment, and adds "that

wRelsebetichut, p. ItiO. to Ibid..% 191. Ibid., p.
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pupils on first entering the school are required to prove that they have' worked ism
physical and chemical school laboratories, and that consequently they have already
had not inconsiderable practise in observing and measuring."

Gt:lerat impreasimi.The general impreleion [he concludes] left by the inapee-
lion of American technical schools is thruout favorable. It is true one is at tine
inclined, from the apparently insufficient treatment of constructive branches, to con-
clude quite generally that the instruction in them is superficial; vet this would de
injustice to the institutions. That improvement is needed, in this respect has horn
repeatedly acknowledged by the parties concerned, and a serious effort is being
made to eliminate t'° ebief cause of this defect, viz., the appointment of teachers
who are too young and inexperienced. On the other hand, the defect is not felt to
be of much consequence. According to the American idea, it is ,the chief business
of the schools to treat that side I if technics which the pupil can not learn in the
experience of practical life; hence the strong preference for experiment and theory
by which evidently much good is accomplished. The student is not to be graduated
as a finished engineer of construction: but he is to be enabled to work himself rea
into the requirements of practical life on the basis of the understanding o
processes he has acquired.
'The method of instruction distinguishes the institutes of technology sharply from

our superior schools; the students thrimut are lookt upon and treated as pupils.
Therefore they enter upon practical life without any special pretensions, whereby it
becomes easier for them to work their way in. Frequently time younger graduates of
technological institutes of recognized excellence are found in the positions of assistant
overseers or foremen; that in the office, toil, they arc at first entrIllyed in the elm-
pleet tasks has already been mentioned. . Reasonably intelligentuefficient young
men, thanks to the desire of American firms to secure for t he oft' re 'lbw allthines ener-
getic and versatile people, eau secure comparatively rapid pn nnotitin, and while at
present many leading positions in the shipyards are in the hands of men who
olittained their training abroad, the time may not be distant. ,vlien North America
will beable to metelherself her demand for shipbuilders with t hero scient itic t

(From report of Direful' Heil]

The report of Director E. Beil (IR iron and steel ware is of an almost purely iv( li-
nk:al nature, yet it contains some observations on American education and its influ-
ence upon industrial development which are worthy of make.

American eiperai more practicqd than Genain,After repeated favorable clammed
on American toel manufacture and machine wiec,,on the principje of American fac-
tories to produce their wares "in only one and that the best quality" .and- on the
"standard system," on the prognsisive energy and inventive gelficia of the American
manufacturer and artizan, and oil the practical spirit and "high technical intelli-
gence" of all concerned in the work, he writes:

The American technical expert is far more practical than is the case with uson an
average. Scientific pondering he haves to future generations. His scientific train-
ing, therefore, measured by our standard, is inferior to ours. On the other hand,
his technical knowledge and skill are based on a self-acquired fund of practical
experience, and it is by reason of this that he accomplishes eo much that is excellent
in a field in which success may indeed be attained by a certain degree of scientific
insight, but which demands first and last a many-sided and rich workshop ex peril
ence, an eye trained in observation, and a mind accustomed to inductive thinking.

To this must be added that in America education and instruction influence prac-
tical and productive work very favorably thru the circumstance that they develop.
in much higher measure than is the case with as, skill of ,and and eye, which u4
the first requirement in industrial werk. In addition, American instruction deals
with the actual more intensively-than "ours doses, inasmuch as it installs the' young
in amply equipped* workshops and physical laboratories for effeptive practical prk
and experiment. By this they not only keep awake, in all st44,ca of develppment,
the interest in practical doing and respect for it, but they encourage the independent
acquisition of experience, and thereby ofinformation which takes& firmer hold than
the knowledge of others transmitted orallx or in writing: This trains the faculty of

. observation, quickens tjie judgment in practical thin" and accustoms them early-to
PA in the pursuit of their calling on the basis of independent thought-and vonse-
quently with dIVnviction.b .

Relseberichtv, p. US. p. $24.
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From report of Professor GUrtler.l

The report of Profeisor Giirtler on the textile industry and that of Doctor Pukall
on ceramics contain, respectively, paragraphs on special schools devoted to these
subjects, but these are almost wholly descriptive and without comment, so that
their consideration may be omitted here. Nevertheless, the following remarks of
Doctor Pukall on the general and industrial character of the American people may
prove interesting to many readers. He writes:

Character of American people.On the 20th of October we entered upon our home
journey on a Hamburg-American steamer. The picture that I was able,sto gain in so
short a time [some six or seven weeks] of American conditions was only a hasty
one, but yet sufficient to dissipate within me completely the current views of America.,
and the Americans. In place of the heartless and unfeeling band, of men, eager for
exploitation and running after the dollar, that was Supposed to carry on its wretched
business in that country, I had found an industrious, progressive, amiable, infinitely
hospitablt people, andas tar as.I came in contact with themof child-like harm-
lessness. * * * At heart the American people are sound and above reproach.

* The colossal extent of his [the American's] country and an imposing nature
impart to all his enterprises a grandeur which does not exist with us in the same
meanire. The superabundance of natural and other resouremihvite exploitation,
utilization, and study, and lead' wholly of themselves to a magnificent industry.
The American loves his country with every fiber of his being; and whoever praises
it is at owe received as a friend. It is true he is trained to this patriotism in the
first place in the school, in a measure not found among us, but in a large part it has
probably grown with him In his environment. And this love for his country is not
the least factor that urges him to exert all his strength in order to outke it great and
beautiful, rich and powerful, excelling al the world. Rut it is also a sober-minded,
healthy, and vigorous people that this soil brings forth, and which is fPrined from
the blending of the numerous fragments of nations that stream together here, a people
wholly fitted to tinartake the above-mentioned giganjic task and to accomplish it
at any cost. In this sense America is, indeed, the land of unlimited ponsibilitaes. It
is true in many fields it is still behind Europe. About this there exists no doubt,
but when we know with what energy the people work, with what zeal thee study
our publications, how they shrink from no expense in order to establish ana main- .
fain schools upon schools, experimental and museums, we also know
that it will not be long until they will take their place at our aide, not only as equals,
but, possibly, with superior power.

German compelilion.-.-But what shall then become of Europe, what of our little
Gerepany, that is not even of the size of Texas, when this as yet slumbering but
already on the point of awakening giant arises? Yet we. too, are n youthful people.
Our task will be tenaciously to hold fast the advantage that our older culture has
given us over the Americans, and' not to allow ourselves to be overtaken in the race;
not to sleep Upon our laurels, but to he vigilant.. Isiot "flow can Intake it cheaper,"
but " how can I make it better,'' must he our nilin6,11A it is that of. the American.
If our realm, in comparison with that of America, is too small and the resources of
our soil exhausted, we must get what we lack elsewhere; thusea affords ways enough
thereto. But we must also be strong enough that they be not one day closed to us.
Our science and art, instead of lingering in the dreamy paths of ideals, must actively
enter the field of public economy, the work of daily life, and bring forth things of
value; th°n shall we achieve still greater and more lasting.SUCeeSse9 than those which,
to the astonishment of all nations, our .indestries have just attained' at St. Louis.
Then, for a long time, there will be no need to fear America. A trip thru the harbor
of Hamburg it exceedingly quieting to one who returns from America opprest by
all sorts of doubts and fears. We are already in the fairest way of success; may we ,
continue in it. "Our future lies on the sett." a

APPRRNTICESHIP AND, TRAUB sCHOOLN.

11,mm report of Director Rack.)

The report of Director H. Back deals with the trainIti4 of italustrial workmen.
Afters number of introductory paragraphs concerning the general character of Ameri-
can industries, in which he directs attention to the influence of machinery, the lack
of efficient skilled workmen, the decay of former methods of aPprentIceahip, he

114,14eberIchte, pp. 416-417.
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discusses the effdrts of a number of the larger industrial istablishinents to supply
the demand by new methods. 1 .

Methods of training by industrial corporationtcAmong these he describes succinctly
the methods of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, the Allis-Chaln eerie Company, and a
few others. He finds three classes Of apprentices in the Baldwin works. The first
of these includes young men with elementary school training, enr%lled for four years,
with a graduated wage of from 5 to 1 I cents per hour and a final fissures( $125; they
receive an all round practical traiving in machine construction by means of taking
up in regular rotation the different kinds of shopork; and, during the first three
years, they attend at least twice a week a night school in which they are taught the
elements of alge`bra and geometry and the ale invents of technical drawing.

Of the apprentices of the second class advanced elementary or high who'd training
is demanded; they are enrolled for three year:es:Rh a graduated wage of 7 to 11 cents
per hour and a final bonus of $100; during the first two years they attend a night
school for technical drawing.

The third class is cotnpoeed of graduates of colleges, technical wheelie, or scientific
institutions, at least 21 years of age, and enrolled for two years of practical work,
with a graduated wage of from 13 to 20 cents per hour, but without final bonus.

The results of this system he designates as aetisfactory in every respect, and the
fame judgment-applies apparently to similar systems in other large industrial works.

On the other hand, he finds that in smaller industrial concerns in the larger cities
apprentices ive practically no technical training after old methods, and that this
is wet only e smaller towns and in the country.

Attitude t, trades unions toward industrial training. Fort her on, he directs
agention to the inadequacy of legal provisions in a number of States, both in their
requirements and in their enforcement, and toffee attitude of trades unions. Among
the latter he finds, on the one hand, a desire to exclude insuticiently trained work-
men, and, on the other hand, a tendency to keep down the number of workers in the
different trades as much am possible. Nevertheless, he holds that they are earnestly
interested in the social, moral, and intellectual elevation of their members. With
regard to the regulations of a number of unions he adds: " It must be recognized
that these regulatio , Issued by the workmen, [night contribute to the stimulation
of apprenticeship they were everywhere observed. It is by no means pertain
that the 'motive f r the regulations of the trades unions is exclusively a themniary
oneand I have gained the impression that it is not so; it is quite possible to con-
nect them with the establishment of a more perfect training of spprent ices." a As
such desirable regulations, he quotes the clause requiring every werkman to give
professional bust ction tolhe apprentices, and the one making it the ditty of, the
ferreman to see t t the apprentice is trainee! in his calling to ith full extent.

On the other ad, "it can not be denied that thus the measures taken by the
unions the ha of the business proprietor who depends on them are tied in the
matter of the selection of apprentices; and that, similarly, he must feel as a limita-
tion of his liberty the rule that differewee between mestere and apprentices must be
submitted to the executive committee of the union."

Mechanics' inalitiats.In a subsequent section Director Back discussers institutions
devoted to industrial training. He introduces this discussion with favorable men-
don of the MeChanics' Institutes of Cincinnati and Rochester, and adds in regard tee
the latter, but apparently as referring to both:

The purpose of the institution is not to teach trades, but to train the pupils ii., work
thoughtfully and to familiarize thenneeKes with the " v hy" and," wherefore" of '
what they do. The methods of work employed in the workshops of the school have
proved effective; they have promoted the development of the institution and of the
Industries, as well as the success of the milt According to the statements of indua-

-,----- -I-
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trial leaders, the institute has increased the intelligence and efficiency of the working
claw in general, and promoted industrial, educational, and social development in the
world of work. Thpgraduatem of the school are preferred to workmen trained Oxclu-
sively in workshops by a master workmen, bectumethey are better prepared. They
make more rapid progree and are more reliable than those who have had no tech-
Mt' training. Many manufacturers receive young men as apprentices only on con-
dition that they attend the evening department of the institute. a

Aforamlories.With a few approving words, the "industrial schools" connected
with State institutions of a reformatory character are then mentioned. TLe com-
pleteness of the instruction and training and the etticiemy of the boys are praised.
"That the instruction in these institutions has educational value appeared from the
vviihnet s of order and good conduct on the part of the boys. With even limited
interest on their part, they cuff leave the school with effective practical ability and
with the information necessary for their success in work, and becomt useful members
of Raty."

Trade schools.The comments of Director Back on trade schools are based on an
inspection of the New Turk Trade Sellout (establishtel by Colonel Auchniuty ), the
Baron de Hirsch Trade School, the Philaddpilia Trade School, the Evening Trade
Sellout of Boston, and the Williamson Free School tit :Mechanical Trades.

The essential difference between shop instruction by a master workman (direct
apprenticeship] Had instruction in the workshops of a trade school is found in the
fact that in the latter the execution of pieces of work is preceded by thoro explana-
tions. These extend to tools, their handling, and the manner in which the work is
to be done. The instruction is systematic, and the pupil will make progress in his
vatting and gain new information with every new piece of work intrusted to him,
which, unfortunately, is not alwaysto-day even eery rarelythe case in direct
appnntireship with a master workman. The racrUl is kept busy exclusively with
work tountcted with hie trade, and is not interrupted by matters that are wholly
foreign to it, as is frequently the case in direct apprenticeship. For this reason, the
time required for leaguing a trade can Is" materially reduced in the trade school as
compared with the time fixt for direct apprenticeship. b

Manual training.- -lie concludes this feature of his report with a reference to the
manual training schools connected with the system of public instruction and the
attention given to hand work in every department of the public schools. This, he
holds, will have "an influence, that can not he overestimated, upon the future
development of industry and trades in the United States"

Needs of (ermany.--hr applying the results of his observations to the needs of a

Germany, he writes:

In order to enhance the achievements of (terimm industry, the institutional for
iplustrial instruction must, more than heretofore, make it their concern to promote
industrial activity, not done by theory and tetbnical skill, but chiefly also in a
practical direction. Auxiliary aiences and a few accomplishments aiding the man-
ual activities of the industrial' worker, such as drawing, painting, and modeling, are
no longer sufficient. To teach in the lihimis their practical application appears to
me, after my repeated observations in America, to be an urgent need. The Ameri-
can, with his practical sense, soon recognized that education must aim not only at
intellettml development but also, and prominently at physical alertness at the
training of hand and eye. Consequently, he has taken hold of and developed in
eohle fashion, in his technical and general system of education, the educational
inethialm of the old world that weaned to him most suitable, such as sloid and work-
shop instruction.. In this, Germany must not remain behind if she wishes to become
a successful competitor in the world market.

Therefore the Garman workman intuit above all be afforded sufficient opportunity
for work in. the /workshops of institutions for industrial instruction in older that

lie 'nay become laminar, among other things, with methods for the production of
technically difficult and artistically refined work, rei well as sufficient practise in
such production. Not only his knowledge, hut also his ability to do, must be lifted
to a higher level, consiOnng the inadequate trade instruction in fibrmany. This
requires an equipment which is lacking in many of the German institutions for trade

Reisebedichte, p. p. 83.
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instruction, or at least is not of the character and extent met with in the more recent
trade and technical schools of the United States. As to the workshops and labora-
tories of these latter institutions, they are, in their equipment in machines, apparatus,
and tools, as well as in regard to hygienic requirements, excellent and worthy of
imitation. They dffer to the workmen, who, during the day, are engaged in earning
their living, frequently under quite unfavorable conditions, places of real recreation
for their school work, where the very surroundings stimulate desire for and love ofwork.a

[Report of Councilor v.'Czillak.1

Councilor von Czihak devotes a section of his report to trade schools. His 'prism-
tation is almost exclusively descriptive et the organization of it number of typical
institutions of this character, and contains no comments nor recommendations.

_[From report of Profemor Gutte.I

Trade instruction in America and ( ;unary. Professor (lime in the (.10mi:tents of his
report agrees essentially with Direter Back respecting trade schools, but adds, with
reference to their general organization: "Two thine', must be specially emphasized
concerning tride.echoolsin the first place, the excellent cliaracter of the workshop
or practical instruction; and, in the second place, t let t these schools in their essentials
deal only with trades-whose future is not threatened, by factory work. b

.Further on he adds:

Among Prussian institutions only the schools for spettial trades f Spezial fachsch it len t,
the industrial art Retools and Kitt ails for artizans ( Hand werk Vr1111111U111, and the
numerous recently organized eonNese for toaster workmen, can be compared with
trade schools.

The schools for special Iredes, which afford, besides theoretical, extended prectical
shop instruction, are limited to the training of workmen .for the hardware end cut-lery industry and for the bronze industry. On the other hand, the industrial art
schools and the schools for arrizans de) not pay as Much attention to slum instructionttioeas is customary in the [American] trede schools, and the strew with them lies more
on the art industrial than on the handicraft side of the tmieing. This handicraft isside of the training is therefore left with us more to the actual work in the various. trades. That this kind of training, just as in the United States, is quite defective,can not be doubted; this'is acknowledged, too, in that for many trades courses for
master workmen have been organized.

These courses for master workmen, however, cart' nut pay sufficient attention to
the younger members in the trade, and in this respect. vat may still learn tfrcluu the.
[American] trade schools.

Evening trade sehools.W ith regard to evening courses for t ht; training of workmen
who can not attend instruction in the daytime, Profesaor litAte writes; tumuli other
things, that such training is not so well devetoped by far dm in Germany, but also
that so far as it is organized it merits praise. -

0, It is a characteristic feature [he continues] that the courses do riot contain sub-
*As of instruction, such as the English language and arithmetic, that tire treated iu
the elementary school, and that there is no clam systtin that would compel a pupil
to take up subjects of no interest to him. Beeidre courses in inathematirs, Natural
science, mechanical drawing, electrotechnice, mechanism and inechanics ( Maechitien-
kuncle), there are also courses in "mackine inspection" and in "practical work."
This may he deemed additional proof of the fact that the practical training in actual
hope is not thought to be sufficiently varied.
With us, in the evening and Sunday courses connected with the schools for ma- -

chine construction, we have not as yet been able to rid ourselves wholly of the idea
that in this, as well as in (lay instruction, a broad general culture is the indispen-
sable foundation Inc the teohniad Instruction. The class system has therefore been
maintained thruout, which compels the pupil to peas dim the entire,preparetory
course before he can reach the technical instruction that interests 4ci chiefly.

The first semesters contain mostly only German, arithmetic, mathematics, physics,and geometricatdrawing. All these are subjects of instruction whose practical value

iaiseeerichts, pp. 9446. e1Wd., p. 7lb. a IbLd., pp. 218-229.
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is not sufficiently evident to the pupil, and which therefore are tedious to him; be-
fore he can reach technical instruction he is tired of the work. Moreover, it is the
wish of a workman, and More particularly of an older workman, to acquire some
skill in drawing, or to gain information thru an easy course of instruction con-
cerning some definite department of machine comertition, but to be spared German,
arithmetic, and mathematics. This is not only comprehensible, but to a certain ex-
tent justified, the more so as at present everyone can find opportunity, even outside
of the school, to perfect hi naSelf in the mother tongue apd in arithmetic.

These considerations indicate that our recently planned reorganization of technical
night courses in conformity with the American system is calculated to be of benefit('

CONCLUSlog,

The Reiseberichte close with the report of Cotmcilor Oppermann, as appendix. It
contains general uceouuts of the jporify to America, the character of American cities, .

and of American scenery, "A merican railroad management, American economic COn-
tlitions with special reference to agriculture and the itulustrica, the conditions of
labor, the g oral character of the St. Louis Exposition, and the return to Germany.
Aside fro general literary and scientific value it contains, however, nothing
,addition nitgon the interests with which this synopsis is concerned.
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Geography, Considers practical relations, 17; its commercial treatment. 22
German and American school's, differences, 10. ,

- German schools neglect educational principles. 11.
Germany, American students disciples of. 12; has minisiers of instruction. not of education, 10; not

even the sire of Texas, 41; rich in art collections. 3'1, whet it nude to enhance its achievements, 43.
Germs, a thousind, await future development. 34
(Witte, Professok, 35. 44.
Government, Federal, not iiiirdened with the care for schools, 9.
Grades of who/ilk intoriockNi in America, Iii
Growth of cities hinders healthy progress of school system, IG.
OfIrtler, Professor, 41.

11.

Hellmann, Dr. tt. I, 5.
Harris. Dr. William T.. 9.
Harvard, Vale, and Columl ia. their corporate character, It
Herrick, Chirelnan .1., 22.
High schools, commercial, 22..inst ruction in art. 27, their relation to commeree and industry. 19.
Horace Mann. 24.
Horace Mann School, IS.
Huxley quoted in America. 10.

I.

Ideal. American educational. 11; American. in machine work, 30; Oennan educational, 11.
Ideas, loading. in teaching drawing. 20; foreign educational. 10; of organisation, to be Imitatod,
Impression, general. of technical colleges, 40; pathetic, to se a mate etodent in a normal areal, 2
Impressions, color, of greater importence than of outline. 29; of Gornonn specialists, 7.
Inclinations of the child the criterion of the teacher. 14.
Individuality. Its development. 18.
Industrial art, American ruhiblt not complete et 8t. Louis, 30; America has opened new paths, 30.
Industrial art schools in America. 30; the American, not developed es yet. 3.1; insist upon proportion 'a

of line atd surface. 28; multiplicity of eubjects. 31.
Industrial educetion, attitude of trade minions, 42.
Industrial instruction of Germans superior, 32; prospector. 33. rapidly developed Inc America, 34.
Influence, determinative, of Morrill Art. 3.5; of America upon European Industrial art. 30; of American

kindergarten. 17; of eiglieh indirstrial art small. 30; of German not precluded. 33; of Frftbel In
America, 17; of German ideas. 22; of machinery upon character of industry. 41; of N. E. A.. far-
!caching, 9; of the Humor of Education, 9; of women on boys not Inferior. 14.

Ingenuity of American itirnituro tnanufecturers, 30.
institutes, mechanics', devoted to industrial training, 42; Leathers'. 25.
nstitutions, American. admirers of. 7; !secondary. coeducation in. 23.

Instructiob, commsrcial, In America, 22; German industrill, 7; gratuitous, 15; In drawing and art, 25;
has serious defects, 28; In elementary schools, 17; In engineering schools, character of, 38; in indus-
trial art, character, 31; In themother tongue, 37; Is stimulating exchange of vlews,14; religion., in
public schools, 10.

Interests, educational, not assigned to Federal Government. 9; literary, pupils not drawn by. SI.
Intel:femme on part of soloot board with inner management, 16.
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Judgments, differing on American education, 7; snap, wrong, 13.

K.

Kindergarten, the American, 17; a large nursery, 17: a public school, 10.
Kindergartens, public, charity, and church, 17; their equipment, 17.
Kuypers, Doctor F., 12, 17.

L.

Laboratory, in American schoofis, 21: for machine construction, exercises In, 36, mechanical, in tech-
Meal schools, 36; physical, exercises In, 36; practise, In technical colleges, 311.

Lack, of ornamentation, 35: of schools for special branches of Industrial art in America, 35; of teachers
in art schools, 32; of teachers of high standing In art schools, 29; of trained teachers In America, 24.

Ladder, educational, reaching from the gutter to the university, 10.
Landscape, (taming, In American schools, 18; painting, almost wholly absent,
Latin, it high schools, 19. In St. Louts Exposition, 20.
Law in Massachusetts makes manual training obligatory, 20.
Learning by doing, 20; principle of FrObel, IG
Library, use of, taught, 14; public, and newspapers, 14.
Life work in art schools in no way pedantic, 33 .
Luther demanded oompulsory edncItIon, 16.

Machine construction, standardizing In, 36, too much specialized, 37.
Machine work, character of American, 30; must become artistic, 30.
Machines, their manipulation demands keen observation, 21.
Manual training, a method, 13; In American schools, f8; In America begins where It ends le Germany,

22; irehigh schools, 20; Its influence can not be overestimated, 43, obligatory, 1k, the highest form of
*self -est ivity, 18.

Manual training high schools, 18; are not trade schools, 20.
Massachusetts Instliute of Technology, 11,
Massachusetts mother of American normal schools, 24.
Muter artisans giving Instruction, 21.
Masterpieces of English and French art In school collections, 32.
Matter of Instruction in technical eohools, its treatment, 36.
Mechanica' Institute, at Cincinnati and Rochester, 42.
MecbanIca' institutes, devoted to Industrial training, 42.
Median lines in mechanical drawing lacking, 39.
Method, a kind of doing. 13; desultory, of piano lessonh, 28, difference In, In Germany and America, 30;

In drawing, does not go deep enough, 28, In drawing too recently introduced. 26. of American kinder-
garten, 17.

Method of Instruction, American, different from German technological schools, 40; current in Ger-
many, 38; In engineering schools, 88.

Methods, antiquated, in drawing In technical schools, 39, former, of apprentheship, 11 , of training by
corporations, 42; of work, worthy of Imitation, 33.

Metropolitan Museum, New York, 32.
Microscope rarely found in school in Germany, 22; used In botany, 21.
Models, geometrical, for free-hand drawing, 27.

01 .
Modem spirit pervading European art Industri.,1 wheels, 33.
Muthesius, Doctor, 25, 31,

Nature study, deals with matters of practical lite, 18; In form of drawing of plants, 33.
Need, fcr technical schools of lower runk, 36; urgent, to teach practical application, 43.
Needs, local, American school lespond to, 9; of Germany to enhance Its Industry, 43.
New York High School of Commerce, 22.
New York Trade School, 43.
New York University, 22.
Night school for technical drawing for apprentloes, 42.
Normal schools, admission of high school graduates, 15, almost always have a kindergarten depart-

ment,25; attendance too large for &hero work, 14; buildings and equipment, 24; their teachers well
plepared,26; used for generalcultunt 24.

O.

Object, chief, of manual training Is mental development, 21.
Obligatory rubjecta In high schools, 19.
Observations, expert, of American lnittituUena, 6.
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Oppermann, Councilor, 46.
Opportunity, for work for young wigs, 43; offered In normal schools. 25; to see ourselves as others

see us, 8.

Organization, of Prussian technical eoLleges, 37; of schools in America, 13; of tectirdail acheols,35,Drek-
ant, of high schools, 19.

Ornament, historic, used ac models, 35; may be questionable. 35; use of, Iu drstring, 34.

P.
Painting, decorative, neglected In America, 35.
Parliament, Prussian, Rouse of Deputies. 5, 7.
Pestalozzl, Frtihel, ilerbart. and Wundt may claim SUM in progress. 12.
Philadelphia Trade School, 43.
Positions, higher, In factory and office, 36i lower, trained men not required for, 3u.
Possibility. far-reaching, of school organdiation. 15.
Practicability of Dow's ideas doubted. 28.
Practises of Ruben and Lenbach, 35.
Prang's series of text-books for drawing, 26
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. 31, 38
Preparation, for life or for college. 19; of teachers, inadequate, 15.
Prevalence of the fair sex In art school not profitable. 32
Pride. American, does not rest on hatred but on pity, 12; In schools in America, 11.
Principles, fun.lmental. In school drawing, 27: of American drawing Instruction are es, client. 28.
Privacy of occupants of dormitories. 34.
Private schools in cultured sections of the country, 10.
Pcoblent, of adapting the school system to city's growth, it; of promoting capable pupils, 23.
Problems. swill, attention glen to. at Amos Tuck School. 22.
Productive doing Is scarcely over reached, 37.
Progress of American school surprisingn6; of culture, stages of, IS of humanity Illustrated in draw-

ing, 18.
Progressiveness of tbo American school. 15.
Pmepective view of American industrial Instruction, 33.
Psychology, favorite study of American teachers, 25.
Public schools In America appreciated, 16; their organization. 10.
Publications of the Bureau of Education. 0, 15.
Punishment, corporal, banished, 11.
Pupil is kept busy in the trade school. 43: r.tay excel hi- teachers, 12; regard for his personality, 13;

talented, has much leisure, 23.
Pupils, Indolent and weak, sought other courses. 22; mentally deficient. 21; of lose talent for abstract

studies, 15; small number In a class, 15; the school falls to reach, 21; withbut creative ardor,21.
Pursuits, industrial and professional. 13; industrial. preparation for. 15.

R.
Reading. connected, In American school. 14.
Record boots models of excellence In laboratories, 39.
Reduction of forms to utmost simplicity, 35.
Reformatories or Industrial schooli, 43.

s Regulations Issued by the workmen, 42
Representation of objeCts of nature in drawing, 34.
Requirement, for admission to engineering sphools, 38; of high school training for normal students, 13.
Requirements receiving little consideration In technical schools, 37.
Responsibility; teacher's, for of student, 38.
Restaurants or hutch rooms 1 schools, 32.
Results, demonstrable, unsatisfactory, 13: finished cultural, found rarely, 34. In drawing, trifling, 26;

In higher grades, Inferior, 28; of observations in America applied to Germany, 43; small, of draw.
Mg In technical colleges, 36.

Reverence, Aixe to fldellty and zeal of women as teachers, 32
Ros, Denman, 29.
Rudiments of technical drawing taught to spprentioes, 42

S.

Salary, of kindergartners, 17; of teachers too lOw, 15.
86hick, Professor, 25,11, 31
&hog', an essential factor of the diavolopment of the State, 18; bears upon actual life, 14; open to all

alike, 14: permeated by kindergarten method, 13; should be a monarchy, 15; the American, carries
too many subjects, 16; responds to 'local needs, 9; thotoly In earnest, 16; youth of, 16; too many
women In, 15.
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School system, an organic whole, 16; pert of country's culture, 7.
8c col training not provided for subordinate workers, 36.
School workshop, entirely lacking an Prussia, 37; Imitation of Russia and France, 37.
School of Engineering, Columbia University, 38.
Schools, American, are not blind alleys, 10; for bookbinders, 33; for special trades, 44; German and

American differences, 10; in Massachusetts and Arizorut, disPlay qualitative differences, 10, lava-
tories In, II; maintained by churches, 10; pride In, In America, 11; public, their organization in
America, 10, 13.

Science and art, must not linger In Ideals, 41.
Sciences, academic, and pedagogy touch, 15; auxiliary and a little skill ,,re no longer sufficient in the

competition, 43.
Scientific ponderuig loft to future generations, 40.
Sellentln, Director, 39.
Shopwork, bears on all-sided deveiorencnt, 35; Inculcates a sense of truth, 21; to industrial schools, 35;

practical, a palliative for freedom In drawing, 34.
Sibley College 38
Skill In drawing to be developed, 26; of hand and eye, 40.
Snow, Bonnie E., 29.
Special schools for work in metals, pottery, forging, 33.
Spirit, of American drawing instruction le excellent,.28; of enterprise In America, II; of the young, Is

Inventive,.12; of unity, In home and school, 15; technological, pervading Germany, 33.
State governments appreciate normal training, 24.
State institutions of a reformatory character, 43.
Stevens Institute of Technology, 38.
Struggle, between Germany, England, and America, 23; between scholastics and humanists, 16.
Students trained to inquire into the why and wherefore, 42.
Subjects, economic, judicial, and so. tal, treated at Amos Tuck school, 22; In high schools, obligatory

and optional, 19; taught b. evening trade schools, 44; taught In technical colleges that should be
in preparatory Institutons, 36; too many in Industrial art schools, 31

Success, of school, lies In advance over former conditions, 13; on basis of merit, 8.
Suggestions, German, their application, 22; prolific, for Europeans In American schools, 33.
Supervision, of drawing Instruction, 27.; excellently organized, 28.
Supervisors trnIned In normal schools, 25.
System, of education, American, differs completely from German, 31; of public education, truly

named, 10; of public Instruction, manual training part of, 43.

T.
Tadd, J. Liberty, 28.
Taste, artistic, cultivation of, 21; In choice of color in woman's dress, 30; In normal school architec-

ture, 24.
Teacher Is feminine gender In America, 11.
Teachers, few have normal training, 24; Inadequately prepared, 15; low social position of, 15; of art

schools deficient; 32; of normal spools well prepared, 25; prepared In colleges, 15; pursuing cul-
tural studies, 15; their salary too low, 15; toe many women, 15.

Teachers' Association, National, 9.
Technical colleges, In America, 35; having workshops, 39.
Technical schools, claim collegiate rank, 36; do not supply demand for trained engineers, 36; German,

for special branches, 35; in universities, 15.
Tendency, to apply art appreciation, 27; to make little knowledgego great way, 11; to specialize and

standardize, 36; universal in America, toward utility, 31.
Text-books, free, 15; have a peculiar place In American schools, 23; use of, In technical schools,
Thormillen, Dimetor, 25.
Trade Instruction, le Germany Inadequate, 43; quite defective, 44.
Trade schools, discussion of, 43; evening, 44; explain operations, 43; not manual training schools, 20.
Trade unions, attitude-of, toward Industrial education, 42.
Training, scleitific, Inferior in America, 40; for citizenship, 14; In school workshop preferable to unpaid

learners In factories; 37; manual, method, 14.
Transformation, complete, of the entire school organization, 35.
Treatment, commercial, of geography, 22; of designing, insufficient, 36; of drawing, uniformity In, 26;

of pupils' work, 11; of ibe matter of Instruction in technical schuoli, 36.
Trip thru harbor of Hamburg quiets doubts, 41.

U.

Iligversitles, American, not definitely organized when Morrill act past, 36; technical schools In, 15;
German, departments of, WS.
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University, a public school, 10; of California, 22; of Chicago, 22; of Illinois, 22; of Michigan, 22; of Wis.
consin, 22.

Urbana College of Engineering, 38.
Use of the library In America, 14.

v.
Value, educational, of manual training, 20; of practical ex plerienea 38;, of shop work for phyolcal devel-

opment, 20; for ethical education, 20; of text-books, 2.1
Victory, an easy, over Spain, 9; lies on the side of men of wide outlook, 23.
Visits to American schools together correct informition, 13.
Wolksechule of Germany, course of study, 17.

Water-color work without previous pencil drawing, 27.
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, 22.
Williamson Free School of Mechanical Trades, 43.
Woman's dress, American, praise for, 30; American. the effect of personal taste, 30; Paha Ian, dards-

mined by fashioh, 3Q..
Women, American, as pupils and as teachers of art. 31; German, only atinients, not teachers of art, 31;

in kindergarten, superior, 15; their excessive employment as teache,rs, 15.
Woodward, Prof. C. id., 20.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 38.
Work, constructive, in school, 18; sielectivP,.exmaidemd artistic, 34; muscular and mental, mingled, 21;

of American technical schools, 3.5.
Workshops, connected with technical colleges, 39; in technical' coUeges, 30; seem interlopers In ceramls

schools, 33; their equipment, 18.

Yearning for higher things created In the pupil, 21.
Young men from technical colleges easily find employnwmt, 40.

O


